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syzygy in millions of EUR 1997* 1998* 1999* 2000* 2001

Revenues 4,237 6,454 11,304 17,639 17,627

Gross operating result 1,900 3,071 4,792 6,344 5,548

in % of revenues 44,8% 47,6% 42,4% 36,0% 31,5%

EBITDA 0,567 0,724 0,369 1,411 – 0,860

in % of revenues 13,4% 11,2% 3,3% 8,0% – 4,9%

Goodwill amortization** 0,789 0,789 0,825 0,825 7,909

EBIT – 0,364 – 0,333 – 0,820 –0,857 – 9,771

in % of revenues – 8,6% – 5,2% – 7,3% – 4,9% –55,4%

Annual net profit*** – 0,560 – 0,684 – 1,425 –0,958 – 7,181

in % of revenues –13,2% –10,6% –12,6% – 5,4% –40,7%

Earnings per share in EUR k.A. k.A. k.A. – 0,22 – 0,60

Number of employees (end of year) 41 75 118 190 166

Number of employees (annual average) 35 60 98 170 174

Revenues per employees (annual average) 0,121 0,108 0,115 0,104 0,101

Liquid funds and securities 1,139 1,244 1,128 55,936 54,582

Cash flow from operating activities 0,311 0,486 0,601 1,529 – 0,906

* pro-forma values 
** 1997 – 2000 pro-forma amortization of goodwill per sales prospectus and AR 2000 
*** corresponds to definition per DVFA/SG

Key financial figures
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syzygy stands for...
... three established companies

in the three largest European
markets for e-business serv-
ices, 166 MA

... the companies have been in
existence since 1995 in GB
and G, and since 1996 in F

… international project business
since 1996

... development of e-business
solutions since 1995

Sales distributed by country 



Our Services for Success in eBusiness
As the Internet continues to eliminate the barriers isolating
suppliers, companies and consumers, it is imperative for
businesses to strike out in new and innovative directions in
their efforts to offer their customers added value. Our serv-
ices are designed specifically to provide our clientele with
competitive advantages which are rooted in the digital econ-
omy and which result in profitable customer and supplier
relations.

Strategic Consulting
We work closely with our clients in formulating strategies to
develop long-term, profitable eBusiness solutions. Our
service package comprises market research, business-
model analysis and the design of eBusiness strategies. Our
experience with industry, brands and consumers, taken
together with a profound understanding of processes,
makes us the ideal strategic advisors for companies that
seek to achieve lasting competitive advantages through the
use of digital media.

Design
Our expertise in journalism, graphics and communications
design, as well as experience garnered from hundreds of
projects, endow us with the skills needed to develop innova-
tive eBusiness solutions with exceptional functionality, a
strong visual presence and an inviting, ergonomic user
interface. We are experts in designing man-machine inter-
faces and constantly perfect our solutions through regular
brand and user research based on BrandZ and usability
studies in addition to other research models.

Application Development and System Integration
The eCommerce solutions which we have developed facili-
tate the marketing of over one million products per year
over the Internet. We place particular importance on the
development of scalable, resistant, secure and profitable
eBusiness solutions that create a sustainable competitive
advantage for our customers.

Project Management
We guarantee a swift market entry by supplying efficient
project management and by ensuring that jointly defined
project goals are attained. We also handle accompanying
measures – such as online marketing – on an international
scale through partnerships that include global market lead-
ers like MindShare.

Our Services
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‹To create value for Europe’s leading
organisations by connection their 
people, customers and systems in
smarter ways using Internet-related
technologies.›

Smart Connections



The right answer
In today’s market, every investment is scrutinized because nobody has money to simply throw away. Many Internet service
providers were affected by this trend last year. Every company started to focus on the crucial question – exactly what
concrete benefit does a website contribute to the success of the company?

The answer to this question lies in the future of networked services. To create value, appealing websites must envolve with
technological trends so that new applications can be integrated to allow our clients to deliver differentiated services to their
customers.

The key to the future of networked services lies in the answer to this question. Creating an appealing website is not enough
to provide an answer – value must be created, technological trends must be recognised, new applications must move
customers ahead of their competition on the market.

That is why we incorporate Internet technology into our customers’ existing business models. Strategic planning and syzygy’s
technical implementation unify the entire value chain. 

You may wonder just how syzygy was able to hold its ground during these stormy times. It’s really quite simple. We focus on
what counts - the concrete benefits to our customers. It is a simple recipe, but one which requires a lot of skill.
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CEO (center)
Marco Seiler has been Chairman of the Management Board of syzygy AG since January 2002.
Before that, Marco was responsible for the successful activities of syzygy Deutschland GmbH.
Setting up United Media GmbH in Germany in 1995 only added to his excellent knowledge
of the industry. He turned it into a profitable eServices firm with turnover of several million
EUR. He merged United Media with syzygy Limited in late 1999.
Before he was at United Media GmbH, Marco was Managing Director of 1&1 Holding GmbH,
one of Germany’s largest multimedia companies. From 1987 to 1994, he was with the U.S.
software company WordPerfect Corporation, where he eventually became the Managing
Director for Germany, Austria and Switzerland, responsible for 150 employees and EUR 25
million in revenues.

The management board.



CTO (right)
Frank Wolfram has been the Chief Technical Officer of syzygy AG since November 2000. He
had been responsible for IT strategy, including development platforms and infrastructure, in
his position as technical director of the eBusiness company United Media from 1998 to 2000.
Prior to that time, from 1992 to 1998, Frank worked – extremely successfully – as an inde-
pendent software consultant in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. His customers included
Volkswagen, Paraxel, Schering, Volvo IT, Digital / Compag and Microsoft.
Frank is an internationally recognised expert who, in collaboration with Microsoft Deutsch-
land, developed and led workshops on eCommerce and component-based platforms. 
He has authored numerous technical articles and regularly speaks at Microsoft developer
conferences such as TechEd.
Frank studied at Berlin’s Technical University and holds a degree in IT and Engineering with
a concentration in web-based databases. 

Management Board05

‹syzygy's advantages are its pragmatism, its good personnel, and its ability to work 
internationally and they are just very nice, as well ... they were also good at working 
with us in stressful situations, which wasn't always the case with other agencies.›
Tobias Reich, DaimlerChrysler

CFO (left)
Sven-Roger von Schilling has been CFO of syzygy AG since April 2000, bringing significant
expertise in corporate development, M&A, finance, strategy and re-engineering consulting.
Prior to syzygy, he was in charge of corporate development at Lafarge Roofing, the world
leader in roofing materials, where his responsibilities included not only strategy and M&A
but also the global launch of “economic value added” – EVA. Before Lafarge Braas, Sven
spent several years in strategy consulting for CSC Index Management Consultants and
McKinsey in both the United States and Europe.
He graduated in Business Administration/Finance from the Berufsakademie Mannheim 
and holds a MBA from the Kellogg School of Management.
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The year of 2001 presented the service market for Internet solutions with substantial chal-
lenges. A sometimes breathtaking growth and seemingly unrestricted funds from capital
markets blurred the vision of many young entrepreneurs. A sluggish economy, combined
with the overestimation of their abilities and a lack of experience, has left even noted pio-
neers in the Internet industry in the dark.

Like many other Internet companies, syzygy did not reach the financial goals it had set for
2001. We were not able to generate a profit (EBITDA). The French and UK operations
developed below expectations. The German branch continued to achiev strong growth and
profitability in what was a generally weak European market.

Change of leadership
In January of this year, the Supervisory Board at syzygy decided to put me in charge of the
company as CEO. I set up syzygy Deutschland GmbH in 1995, and in 2000 I guided the IPO of
syzygy AG. syzygy Deutschland has seen continuous and strong growth in the last three
years, yielding exceptional profitability. 

Developing relationships with our customers
The relationship with our customers is a significant factor for positive performance. Despite
sobering financial figures, we strengthened our company’s important areas in 2001. We are
the leading provider of Internet services to major companies in the automotive industry in
Europe, including DaimlerChrysler – in the UK and Germany, Mazda Motors Europe – in the
UK and Germany – and Siemens VDO in Germany. We also added Citroën UK to our client list
with our offering of Internet based CRM, design and systems integration. Commerzbank, for
whom we primarily develop portals for specific customer groups, entered the fold as a new
customer in Germany.

We were able to considerably increase our business with existing major accounts, i.e.
DaimlerChrysler, Siemens VDO, Mazda and Viag Interkom. We are increasingly servicing
customers from several locations. This speaks in favour of the quality of the solutions we
have developed and our competitive edge on the pan-European market. We are developing
solutions that significantly contribute to the commercial success of our customers. We are
implementing more and more large projects that will ensure continuity in the future.

Dear Shareholders,
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Prospects
We are evolving our offering as the Internet is evolving. Business now expects it to provide
practical solutions that create value. A number of trends promise these opportunities,
including the evolution of the mobile Internet. 

The era of the mobile Internet is beginning. 
As the Internet is increasingly seen as a pivotal tool for Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), two supporting technologies are about to have a major impact on the provision of
these services. Web services are a method of delivering the power of the Internet across
multiple platforms with significant cost savings. Microsoft.net (“dotnet”) will be a major
facilitator for these services. The evolution of mobile technology will mean these applications
will be delivered to individuals and businesses at any location, again creating efficiencies
and opportunities to differentiate services. With these two trends, syzygy has a declared
goal to become the leading innovator of dotnet solutions in Europe. Combined with our
already established strength in design and integration services this will provide significant
opportunities for growth. Underpinning this aim is the fact that we are one of the few com-
panies in our market segment who have a significant financial cushion. 

We are, after all, one of the few companies in our market segment who have a substantial
financial cushion (approx. EUR 55 million). We have stepped up our search for acquisition
and partnership opportunities that will open up further business potential and increase the
value of the syzygy share.

Outlook - 2002
The future development of our company and thus the performance of the syzygy share also
depend on a pickup in economic activity. 

We are taking advantage of industry consolidation to add more talent to our team. At the
same time, we have significantly streamlined the administrative unit of the holding organi-
sation. 
We expect all business units to show a positive trend towards increased profitability in the
future.

We have exceptionally talented individuals on our team who can create profitable solutions
for our clients, as evidenced from the success of our longer-term client relationships and
the establishment of new ones. For this I would like to express my gratitude to our staff for
all the work they have done. 
We promise our shareholders transparency at all times and a sagacious approach to hand-
ling EUR 55 million in shares. syzygy will emerge a winner from consolidation, and we will
do our very best to turn our investors into winners on the capital markets. 

Marco Seiler
Chief Executive Officer
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2001 was marked by a difficult economic environment for many industries, and unfortunately
this general situation didn’t stop at syzygy, either. We recorded stagnant turnover compared
to the previous year, while at the same time losing operative profitability (EBITDA).
The first quarter got us off to a bad start. Though turnover rose 8% over Q1 2000, it dipped
11% below Q4 2000. EBITDA loss stood at EUR 0.5 million.
There was a recovery in the second and third quarters, and we yielded sequential turnover
growth rates (Q2 +13% and Q3 +4%) as well as modest operating profits. However, turnover
dropped 12% in the fourth quarter, resulting in an EBITDA loss in the amount of EUR 0.5
million.

National differences
The results differ from country to country. For example, turnover grew by 51% to EUR 7.8
million in Germany. One of the reasons for this performance was the strength of our rela-
tionships with our customers. Due to the difficult market environment we could not main-
tain the exceptional profitability of prior years.

In the UK, turnover fell by 25% due to the general market weakness. Whilst this still outper-
formed the sector in the UK largely because of successful long-term client relationships,
restructuring measures were taken to reduce the workforce by 15% in Q1 and Q2. This
resulted in a profitable Q2 and Q3. Overall costs for the year were reduced by approximately
40% to provide a realistic platform for development in 2002.

Dear Shareholders,
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France suffered a decline in turnover of 12% to EUR 3.1 million as well as an increase in its
loss due to a write-off of accounts receivables and one-time expenses incurred from the
move of the office. Due to changed capital markets and the results of our French subsidiary
we decided to incurre an impairment charge of EUR 7.1 million which writes-off the entire
goodwill.

How we measure up against the competition
Looking at the absolute figures, we have no reason to be satisfied. We should note, how-
ever, that syzygy did relatively well amid the general market weakness. A look at the results
of our competitors shows that syzygy AG delivered a comparatively decent performance. The
share price dropped by 45.5% in 2001 based on the last quotation of the first day of trading,
the Nemax Internet Index by 52.8%, and the Nemax All Share by 56.5%, all against the
backdrop of a 70% to 80% drop in performance by the Neuer Markt and the European peer
groups.

EBIT for the period from January to September 20011 of –12.4% compares to the compe-
titors’ range of +7% to -196% for selected competitors. Overall, of the 19 continuously
observed competitors, only five performed better than syzygy AG.

Proceeds from the IPO
Our proceeds from the IPO in late 2000 remained unchanged at approx. EUR 55 million.
Though we observed the market very closely in 2001, we nevertheless made no acquisitions.
The proceeds from the IPO have been invested in time deposits (3%), annuity funds (39%),
mortgage bonds (41%) and corporate bonds (17%). The average maturity period is approx.
7 years, the effective yield averages a steady 5%.

Outlook 2002
2002 will be another very difficult year for the entire industry. We will work very hard to
ensure that syzygy will emerge as a strengthend player from the consolidation process.
Similarly, we will focus on improving syzygy’s financial performance.

Sven–Roger v. Schilling
Chief Financial Officer

1 No more recent information available at the time the AR was prepared.
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Share Facts

Total number of shares: 12,000,000 
Market Capitalisation: 50.4 mio. Euro

closing price: 4.20 Euro at 11.02.2002
Freefloat: 3,226,824 shares (non-value-ordinary bearer shares)
ISIN: DE0005104806
German Securities Code:510480 
Abbreviation Symbol: SYZ
Reuters Symbol: SYZG.DE
Bloomberg Symbol: SYZ NM Equity

Share price performance 2001

Average daily turnover: 33,863 
-thereof almost  54% traded on Xetra-system
Closing price on 02.01.2001: 6.70 Euro
Closing price on 28.12.2001: 3.65 Euro
Highest variable price 2001: 12.20 Euro
Lowest variable price 2001: 1.97 Euro
Overall Perfomance 2001: – 45.52 %  

Syzygy

NEMAX Internet

NEMAX AllShare
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Market and price performance
“Year One” after the IPO was determined by a difficult market environment. The general
performance on the Neuer Markt as well as the operative business of syzygy AG were
affected by the unfavourable market situation. The IT service sector came under pressure
at the beginning of the year, and numerous companies were forced to declare bankruptcy
(Kabel New Media, Popnet and many others). But even the remaining companies had to
cope with an extremely problematic environment. 
The share price performance can primarily be attributed to a sustained negative attitude
towards high-tech values, especially in the Internet/IT service sector. Persistent consolida-
tion transformed many competitors into penny stocks or even caused them to vanish from
the market completely. Due to a weaker microeconomic and macroeconomic environment,
we were forced to reduce our initial budget as well. As expected, when we released that
information at the end of March, the share price was negatively affected.

The share. Our first year.

January 

2001 2002
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Dividend: no dividend payment. All profits 
will be reinvested into the company

Earnings per share (EPS) 2000 : 0.01 e
Earnings per share (EPS)  2001 : –0.60 e
DVFA / EPS (2000): –0.08 e
DVFA / EPS (2001): –0.60 e

Stock Exchange Centres: Neuer Markt, Frankfurt  (Germany)
Xetra-System 

Indices affiliations:
CDAX: Media
StOXX: Technology
NEMAX: Internet/All Share

Seen from the point of view of absolute figures, the share price performance offers no
grounds for satisfaction. By the end of 2001, the share price had dropped 45.5% compared
to the closing price on 2 January 2001. When comparing this price performance to that of
our competitors, however, the picture seems to be brighter. For example, the directly com-
parable companies on the Neuer Market lost an average of 75%. Our European competitors
lost 78% on average, while the losses of the competition in the US averaged out at 20%.
Here, disproportionate losses were reported last year. The Nemax Internet Index dropped by
45.5% in the same time period, the Nemax Allshare by 56.47%. Some very reputable com-
panies in Europe last year suffered losses of up to 90% of their share price.

In comparison to our competition and to the benchmark and industrial index “Nemax Inter-
net” (security identification code [WKN] 967760), our share price performance was positive.
One factor crucial to this development is the proceeds in cash from the IPO in 2000, of
which most of the EUR 55 million are still available. The conservative investment of liquid
funds in low-risk annuities with good financial standing, i.e. at least an A-rating – a good
risk and credit rating of the issued fixed-interest bearing securities by the issuer. The time
to maturity ranges from 2 to 8 years, with an average yield of at least 5%. The yielded inter-
est income (financial results) at least suffices to finance potential temporary funding needs
of the syzygy Group from daily operations.

In these times – difficult for any Internet service provider – our blue-chip client portfolio
helps us to keep the turnover of syzygy AG relatively stable. About three-fourths of turnover
is generated from existing accounts. Most of our customers are companies from the “old
economy”. 
The focus of our customers is on increasing turnover as well as on cutting expenses. syzygy
was able to meet both of these goals with many of its customer solutions. We will increa-
singly shift our position to focus even more on technology during the year, thus stabilising
margins on a reduced turnover level.

Shareholder Lock-up-Overview* 

24 Month Lock-up 
(50 % of locked shares will be tradeable at 06.10.2002)

18 Month Lock-up (expired at  06.04.2002)

Freefloat

12 Month Lock-up (expired at 06.10.2001)

Shareholder Structure

HighCo 6.5 %

WPP 16.31 %

DSB&K (WPP-Gruppe) 6.91 %

EsNet 13.02 %

E-Net Two 10.6 %

BAT-Trustees 10.22 %

Marco Seiler, CEO 6.64 %

Employees 1.0 %

Freefloat 28.8 %

Total: 12.000.000 Shares

* Both major shareholders,
WPP plc. and EsNet-Group,
have signed a contract to
have mutual preemption
options if one of them may
sell Syzygy-shares.  
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Good communication
It was our intention from the outset to keep our investors informed with open and prompt
communications. We realised this goal successfully despite a rough market climate. Com-
pared to its peer group, syzygy distinguished itself by reporting its quarterly results early on.
In addition, we received, among other things, a mention for the best ad-hoc release of the
month for our communicative effort in a time of crisis in “Börse Online”, a German online
business magazine (24/2001 issue). The magazine particularly welcomed the logical
arrangement of our quarterly reporting, the ability to compare figures as well as our open
manner in addressing the problems in our international operations and the concomitant
downward adjustment of our forecasts.

One highlight in this area was the orientation of our first annual general meeting on 26 July
2001. The response to our “premiere” was extremely positive. Shareholders, visitors,
employees and the press ranked the event a complete success. Understatement, straight-
forwardness and once again clear communication by the management were the main
features of praise.

First stock listing and Nemax quotation: 
+ 06.10.2000

Greenshoe: 
+ not used

Designated Sponsors: 
+ HSBC Trinkaus&Burkhardt KG aA, WestLB Panmure

Analyst (regular coverage): 
+ Peter Barkow, Ryan Bremner (HSBC)
+ Simon Strong (WestLBPanmure)

Further analysts giving estimations on syzygy: 
+ Thilo Gorlt (Bayerische Landesbank), 
+ Norbert Kretlow (Independent Research), 
+ Carsten Jansing (Hornblower Fischer), 
+ Karsten Abromeit (Invera),
+ Viktor Hund (BW-Bank)

Financial calender 2002 + + + Year end results 2001 + + + Analyst-and press conference , Frankfurt: 26. March 2002 + + + First Quarter Results: 30. April 2002 + + + Second Quarter Results: 30. July 2002 + + +

Investor Relations
We are adhering to our goal of maintaining investor confidence in the future by continuing
our transparent information policy and open communication. With investors we had lively
contact with institutional investors not only during one-on-one talks but also during public
events. 
The focus was on the financial communities in Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich, Geneva and
London. In addition, we organised an analysts’ conference, a press conference, two investor
conferences as well as numerous one-on-one conversations with funds managers and
analysts. Talks with editors and telephone conferences completed our investor relations
activities.
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Current and historical statements of analystst & journalists about the syzygy-share
03.04.2002 syzygy Downgrade HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt
26.03.2002 syzygy announces full year results 2001 Ad hoc
18.03.2002 syzygy speculative buy toptrading.de
04.03.2002 syzygy accumulate sunday-market
06.02.2002 syzygy speculative buy obb-online.de   
31.01.2002 syzygy “add” HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt 
21.01.2002 syzygy further overweight GBC-Research 
21.01.2002 syzygy is a fair speculation TradeCentre.de 
14.11.2001 syzygy overweight GBC-Research 
31.10.2001 syzygy a good holding position AC Research 
29.10.2001 syzygy neutral Independent Research 
10.10.2001 syzygy speculative buy Austria Börsenbrief-online 
25.09.2001 syzygy hold Der Aktionär 
19.09.2001 syzygy hold Der Aktionär   
14.09.2001 syzygy overweight GBC-Research 

+ + + Third Quarter Results: 29. October 2002 + + + AGM: 15. May 2002

syzygy AG 
Internet-URLs:
www.syzygy.net
www.syzygy.de

IR-contact:
Joachim Sorg
Im Atzelnest 3
61352 Bad Homburgv.d.H./Germany
Tel. +49(0)61 72-94 88-251
Fax +49(0)61 72-94 88-270
e-mail j.sorg@syzygy.net

13.09.2001 syzygy 50% Chance Austria Börsenbrief-online 
06.09.2001 syzygy speculative buy Focus Money   
04.09.2001 syzygy buy Der Aktionär
09.08.2001 syzygy accumulate HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt 
09.08.2001 syzygy “add” HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt
26.07.2001 syzygy chancy investment Die Telebörse   
12.07.2001 syzygy course aim 7,5 Euro HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt          
25.05.2001 syzygy course aim 7 Euro Neuer Markt Inside 
06.04.2001 syzygy further on “Buy” HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt   
04.04.2001 syzygy course aim 7,50 Euro HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt  
04.04.2001 syzygy “Longterm Buy” INVERA   
26.03.2001 syzygy Withdrawal Platow Brief online       
14.02.2001 syzygy “Buy” HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt   
22.01.2001 syzygy below expectations Mainvestor 
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Valentine’s Day just might be the day when you meet the future. 
You are on the train heading to an appointment in Hamburg when it hits you – you wanted to send your mother in Munich
a bouquet of flowers! You activate a screen with a simple push of a button and enter the search words: flower delivery, Munich.
Your query is sent via the Internet, where software determines what delivery services are available and then gathers the
information on delivery conditions and stock from the internal merchandise information systems of potential suppliers. 
Your software determines the best deal and shows you a colourful selection of Valentine’s Day bouquets. You select an
exceptionally beautiful bouquet and place your order. Billing is automatically done through your account. Satisfied, you
replace the small display in your coat pocket – it’s your mobile phone. You just used it to take advantage of a new web
services application for mobile Internet by syzygy.

Dreams of the future? Not quite. The software technology of web services will quickly grow into the prevalent infrastructure.
According to Gartner, all of the leading eBusiness platforms will use the opportunities afforded by a web service infrastruc-
ture no later than 2003.

new connections.
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Old rules, new structures – the Net has it all
syzygy realised as early as last year what is happening at an accelerating pace: the disappea-
rance of “e”. By returning to the virtues of the old economy, companies have become more
aware of the true benefits inherent in Internet technology, of productivity and turnover. Gone
are the days when the façade of pretty web design counts; the Internet increasingly connects
all of the links in the value-added chain. eBusiness turns into business, but this fusion will
cause radical changes in business systems and organisational structures. The corporate
model of the future is the net-liberated organisation (NLO) – the networked company. For
the net-liberated company, Internet technology is the most important means to free itself
from the significant limitations traditionally attached to the factors of time, location, com-
munication and access to relevant expertise. 
The basic idea behind the NLO is that of a lean company that focuses on its core businesses.
Internet technology allows the comprehensive integration of external and internal resources,
of strategic partners, service providers and customers. The result? A noticeable increase in
productivity.

Corporate culture on the move
syzygy AG has succeeded in offering Internet-based corporate solutions for seven years.
We have proven, many times over, our expertise and our knowledge of the market with the
implementation of pan-European projects for well-known corporations. 
But will there be a market for Internet solutions in the years to come as well? The answer
is yes, albeit in a changed market. The corporate landscape is about to undergo a drastic
change that focuses on the extensive use of Internet-based solutions. The future will be
characterized by the existence of networked companies. The two driving forces of this tech-
nological development are web services and the mobile Internet. 

The best way. 
Taking off to the next economy.
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Driven by good forecasts
According to estimates by Gartner, the following development is in the offing for net-liberated
organisations:

1) Roughly 2,000 global NLOs that are able to integrate their core business processes into
and support them with an extensive network will realise average annual growth rates
between 5% and 25% from 2003 to 2006.
2) By 2006, these NLOs will slash their operating costs by 25% to 50% and boost their profit
per share by 30% to 80%, depending on their industry.

There is a lot of pressure to follow the trend leading up to the NLO and to further develop the
business model into a networked company. The most pressing tasks of all IT departments
and companies are now to integrate existing applications (enterprise application integration),
to create an IT network of all business processes as well as to successfully attract and
retain customers.

‹It is impossible to establish a system without
reflecting a process. That wouldn't make any sense.›

Sabine Daetz, Siemens VDO

syzygy – partner for change
syzygy AG recognised this trend early on and enables its customers to help design and use
this trend, propelling syzygy to the fore in a growing market with excellent prospects. 
We have therefore established clear-cut goals.

1) syzygy enables its customers to prepare for the development of net-liberated organisa-
tions.
2) syzygy helps its customers to draft corporate strategies with which the opportunities of
mobile applications of the new generation can be used profitably.
3) syzygy helps its customers to build on existing IT infrastructures in such a way that they
can interact optimally and profitably in the networked business world of NLOs.

The key to future turnover in a networked corporate world – and its market drivers – are
found primarily in the development of two technologies, web services and the mobile
Internet. Inherent in these two technologies is a pivotal strategic potential for syzygy AG.
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Knowing what’s necessary.
Technologies for tomorrow’s infrastructure
Web services and the mobile Internet will revamp the world of IT radically. And we are not
the only ones who think so. Global IT leaders like IBM (with web services), SUN (with Sun
ONE) and first and foremost Microsoft with its MS.NET platform are focusing future develop-
ments on web services. They are investing billions of dollars in this segment, and web ser-
vices is considered the heart of future product and IT strategies. The market for web services
applications, according to the Gartner Group, will have reached a volume of USD 1.7 billion
by 2003.

Web services – the software tool kit on the Internet
So what are web services, then? This term is misleading, as they have little in common with
conventional “Internet services”. Web services are a new, standardised and modular way of
writing software so that it can be read in turn by other software without any trouble and
assembled via the Internet.
Web services work just like Legos, except that the individual building blocks are not on the
same shelf. They just need to be connected via the Internet.
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All for one, one for all
Separate, self-contained software modules can be assembled via the Internet to form new,
tailor-made applications. Web services communicate using conventional Internet protocols,
and they all speak the same language. Using the XML standard and the web services
languages developed from XML eliminates all potential obstacles: every company can inter-
nally combine different applications and can connect all of its business processes via the
Internet with partners, customers or service providers. This way, old applications can be
adapted to meet modern standards without necessitating new software. Services provided
by third parties can be purchased as web services and integrated into the company’s own
services via the Internet, irrespective of the platform. 

Web services also make it possible to handle complex business processes dynamically, in
real time and, if required, as a pay-as-you-go model, transcending all company, software
and platform boundaries. A virtual corporate network is formed consisting of individual
components, special providers and strategic partners.

Mobile Internet – wherever you are
Web services do not stop at the PC on your desk, because the reach of business processes
and possible applications extends throughout the entire Internet. And we have been able to
carry the Internet around with us for a good while. Though WAP has not lived up to expecta-
tions, either in speed or when it comes to its display capabilities, new standards and new
end devices will cause the development of the Internet market and the applications offered
for it to accelerate drastically. For example, E-Plus will take a significant step towards
improving user-friendliness for the mobile Internet when it launches the Japanese standard
i-Mode in the spring of 2002. This will clearly increase opportunities for mobile Internet
services, even prior to UMTS. However, transmission standards and technical features of
end devices are not uniform, nor have they been for a rather long time. Programming and
development costs jump drastically if a mobile Internet service must be independently
configured for each type of transmission and for each end device. Web services solve this
problem.

Content adapted to every medium
Web services provide syzygy AG with the ideal opportunity to quickly enter the mobile Internet
market. Mobile Internet services can be programmed to feature extensive compatibility
thanks to the MS.NET web service platform designed by Microsoft and most likely its most
important project last year (it consumed 80% of its development budget). Regardless of the
language and environment in which you have developed my application, the web services
module of MS.NET will allow the application to conform to every transmission standard and
to every type of display. With MS.NET, development and operating costs drop considerably,
and you are well prepared for future technical innovations. 

In a joint project with Fleurop, syzygy AG is currently exploiting the possibilities of MS.NET
to make highly flexible and turnover-oriented use of mobile Internet applications a reality.

‹I'd rather spend more time co-ordinating, 
trying to find specialists that are really good.›
Tobias Reich, DaimlerChrysler
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syzygy creates new connections
Using solutions by syzygy, new business processes, marketing efforts and CRM programs
have been implemented extremely effectively, as has been demonstrated by numerous
projects with major customers such as Mazda, DaimlerChrysler or Fleurop. The main theme
of previous Internet solutions is how to successfully connect people with the back-end sys-
tems of a company via the user interface of a web site. Well-engineered CMS solutions such
as SyCOMAX and new approaches in customer relationship management help our cus-
tomers to measurably increase their sales figures.

These tasks have now been joined by new challenges. In order to be profitable in the develo-
ping infrastructure of networked business processes, IT departments have to make their
companies network-ready. Applications as well as processes must be able to interact inter-
nally and externally. The different IT worlds of partner companies, customers and service
providers must be enabled to collaborate in the best possible manner.

Integration – the main task
The issue of integrating the most diverse applications has become one of the most important
and most urgent tasks for all IT departments. Previous approaches launched as part of an
enterprise application integration (EAI) plan were not able to perform this task adequately.
Coordinating the many programming languages and infrastructures is too complex. IT experts
find themselves lost in a jungle of components, system languages and technologies, which
forces companies to spend a lot of time and money sorting it all out. 
Furthermore, many companies are struggling under a heavy burden – its “legacy systems”,
which use software and systems that no longer conform to current standards. This software
gap swallows enormous amounts of money every year by reducing productivity.

The next generation: integration.
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Web services and XML – the missing link
Web services now afford syzygy AG the opportunity to handle any type of IT integration in a
faster and less expensive fashion. The XML-based standards of web services enable practi-
cally all programming languages, IT structures and platforms to communicate with one
another. By their very nature, web services lead to a significant reduction in complexity.
One of the most amazing features of web services consists in “enveloping” legacy systems
(outdated software or hardware components) in web services modules in such a way that
integrating them into the latest applications is a snap. To a company, this means that
processes can be integrated much faster and at a much lower cost. The result? A significant
jump in productivity.

The evolution of syzygy services
Now that networks of organisational structures are appearing across Europe, the market
for Internet solutions is changing in response. Web services and the mobile Internet will
provide some of the answers to the growing demand for cost effective integration.
Combined with the acclaimed syzygy understanding of how users internal and external to
enterprises perceive value from these services and applications, we will be well placed to
exploit this trend for Internet solutions. This is what we see as our main task for the future
and as key to our company's growth. 

The application of Internet technology has changed. The first generation of web applications
was about publication - content was published on the Net to keep companies on the map.
The second generation was driven by transactions - for the first time, business processes
had to be handled securely online because eCommerce had revealed new opportunities to
companies. Now the third generation is coming - comprehensive integration via the Internet.
These new connections and interactions comprise all processes, from B2C to B2B through
to A2A, the connection of applications with applications.

‹Hence when you look out at the market, the problem that a lot of big companies have
is that they sit on legacy technology. The point of all of that is that the value is in the
backend systems. It's people who can actually help us with those backend systems
and ways to piece that sort of stuff together.›
Pat Gaffey, British Airways
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Reduced development costs with higher margins
Because it uses web services, syzygy AG develops service applications that are compatible
with all mobile end devices and various transmission standards. syzygy connects indepen-
dent, heterogeneous IT systems to form functioning units, and, via Internet technology,
creates individual opportunities for mobile services and business processes. Entirely new
value chains and business models are thus possible. Web service development platforms
such as MS.NET will allow syzygy AG to reduce its own development costs and to shorten
release-to-production times. 

Our objective is to become the leading innovator in MS.NET solutions.

This is not pie-in-the-sky thinking; this profitable journey is off to a successful start. With
renowned existing customers such as Commerzbank and Fleurop, syzygy AG has started
developing web service applications and new applications for the mobile Internet.
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We are not easily fooled – even in a world of eCommerce, eBusiness and eBanking it is mainly
the business that counts.
Strategies and plans to implement Internet technology will only then turn a profit for com-
panies if technical expertise meets with an understanding of business processes. There is,
on the one hand, a corporate world that is increasingly connected in a complex fashion
using information technology – on the other hand, there are the clear-cut and individual
needs of our customers. Whoever understands and improves the interaction between added
value and Internet technology is on the right track. 

syzygy AG is using web services and the mobile Internet to develop customer-specific solu-
tions that efficiently connect the customer’s existing business models with new user groups
and partners. Electronic turns economic – the Internet is no longer just a supplement but
instead an integral component of day-to-day business operations.

In successful projects with international customers such as Commerzbank, Fleurop or
DaimlerChrysler, syzygy proves its ability to optimally combine strategic expertise and tech-
nical know-how. 

Towards success.
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The Commerzbank branch on the Internet
Money is nothing but an idea, an immaterial agreement between people, yet it is the engine
driving dreams and goals, the counter-value for services, goods and security. The virtual
world is the ideal medium for the immaterial – the Internet seems just perfect for providing
financial services. Private customers have come to take online banking, financial informa-
tion and online stock exchange services for granted. Web services and the mobile Internet
will increase opportunities and expectations of banks and their customers; the market for
financial services on the Internet is, without a doubt, a growth segment. 
Internet applications for financial service providers are one of syzygy AG’s key areas of
expertise, and we expect to focus our activities on this profitable segment in the future as
well. From the point of view of our customers, much speaks in favor of syzygy, because
experience, speed and reliability are decisive factors when it comes to conceptual and tech-
nical implementation.

In the money – 
online.
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The company
Commerzbank is an internationally successful financial service provider and has been a
reliable partner for large customers and private investors alike for many years. The
Commerzbank philosophy is to provide not just business clients but also private individuals
with the full range of services of a large bank – around the clock, no matter what the
location. This is why Commerzbank offers vast opportunities for online banking, in addition
to its more than 700 German branches and its telephone banking services. Commerzbank
continues to expand its service portfolio, especially in the area of Internet services. 

The project
syzygy AG is an important partner of Commerzbank in creating new Internet services. With
the help of syzygy, Commerzbank implemented a portal for private individuals that provides
the user with almost all of the services offered by a branch. Likewise, a special portal with a
custom-made service portfolio was developed for small and medium-sized businesses.
Our long-standing experience in integrating business-critical applications by utilising Internet
technology, as well as our longstanding expertise in using XML and web services, were the
crucial factors prompting Commerzbank to charge syzygy AG with the task of implementing
these complex projects. 

The solution
syzygy AG implemented portal functions not only for the private customers' site but also
for one aimed at small and medium-sized businesses. syzygy implemented a content mana-
gement system and a forms centre to process loan applications, new accounts and numer-
ous other functions online, in addition to integrating standard online banking functions such
as the processing of domestic and international payments. We also implemented a secure
e-mail platform to facilitate communication between the customers and their bank.
We also integrated the external financial information services of Reuters and Innovative
Software as an additional service. This allows the customer to access market information
via the portal, track current prices and access financial news.

syzygy used XML web services technology both to integrate external services and within the
portals themselves. For instance, the financial information services were integrated into the
portals as web services. Any inquiries, price queries, tables and financial information of
external providers are defined via XML, making it possible to integrate them with a high
level of flexibility. Timely information is easily displayed and updated automatically to suit
the desired design of the portal. Furthermore, the user interfaces of the services can be
individually adjusted to each user group. Without much ado, beginner variations as well as
expert tools can be implemented for one and the same service.
XML is the fundamental data structure within the portal as well. The portals consist of flexi-
ble and compatible function modules that can be dynamically combined on the server to
form finished portal pages, depending on the user. This type of software design allows a
high degree of flexibility for personalisation, multilingualism and future expandability of the
portals.

‹Now the main problem we are facing, I mean is assessing true benefits, in terms of cost
structure or development of sales, of new technological developments.›

French blue-chip client, financial services
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The project
“Ai” is Japanese for love. The “i” in i-Mode, the Japanese counterpart of WAP, stands for
“interactive”, “information” and “Internet”. In the spring of 2002, E-Plus will unveil the i-Mode
mobile Internet service in Germany, taking yet another step in the development of the mobile
Internet. i-Mode’s flexibility in terms of display and use far exceed previous mobile Internet
services. i-Mode has already triumphed in Japan, and with good reason. More than 26 million
people in Japan use i-Mode, and all of 50 million people in Japan use mobile Internet ser-
vices, more than anywhere else in the world.
With an i-Mode mobile phone, a user is always online – there is no cumbersome dial-in
process as with WAP. In addition, E-Plus will operate the i-Mode Internet service via GPRS,
increasing the data transfer rate and permitting more complex displays and services, even
on end devices with colour displays.

With the help of syzygy, Fleurop – as content partner of E-Plus - will lead the way in this
market as well. Simultaneously with the launch of i-Mode in Germany, Fleurop will open its
“Fleurop Mobile Store”, a mobile Internet application developed by syzygy for sending flowers
to all corners of the world. The “Fleurop Mobile Store” shows the same level of business
process integration as the previous Fleurop Internet application.

The company
There is hardly another business idea that is so closely linked to the brand name of a compa-
ny as the delivery of flower bouquets is linked to Fleurop. For more than 90 years, people
have been able to send their congratulations, thoughts, condolences and expressions of love
with a fresh bouquet of flowers that never fails to reach its recipient at the right time. By
now, 50,000 flower shops in more than 140 countries are part of a network distributing
around 30 million flower arrangements every year. 7,000 florists are standing by in Germany
alone, ready to send any bouquet to a selected location.

Thanks to syzygy, Fleurop is also a pioneer in German eCommerce. As early as 1997, the
first Fleurop application developed by syzygy went online, getting an eCommerce success
story rolling. The second generation of Fleurop Internet services has been available since the
end of 1999. syzygy integrated Fleurop’s SAP/R3 system for order processing, online payment
options with credit card and paybox, along with its “webmiles” bonus program.

A blooming business.
Sent with love – 
the Fleurop i-Mode store.

any terminal
equipment
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The solution
syzygy AG developed the “Fleurop Mobile Store” on Microsoft’s .NET platform, becoming one
of the first online merchants to apply the possibilities of web services to eCommerce. With
the “Mobile Internet Toolkit” by MS.NET, mobile Internet applications can be developed that
automatically adapt to all end devices and their respective mark-up languages. “Adaptive
rendering” is the name of this process, and it is used to effortlessly solve what were once
compatibility problems. MS.NET allows the developers at syzygy to program and service only
one application version for all end devices and transmission standards. “Adaptive rendering”
can be expanded arbitrarily for new devices and types of display as well.

By using web services with MS.NET, syzygy takes an important step towards mobile Internet
applications. The “Fleurop Mobile Store” cannot only be reached via i-Mode but also via
WAP and all mobile end devices (PDAs) with Internet access. With this, syzygy has demon-
strated the possibilities and market opportunities of the next generation of mobile Internet
applications in terms of user friendliness, speed and accessibility from a variety of end
devices.

Thanks to web services and development platforms such as MS.NET, the mobile Internet
will turn into a hot-selling and extremely promising market segment. syzygy AG is one of
the first companies to develop next-generation, serviceable mobile Internet applications on
MS.NET. The “Fleurop Mobile Store” successfully boosts syzygy AG’s position as an MS.NET
innovator.

i-Mode Handy

WAP Handy

Pocket PC
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Green light on the Internet 
Crossing Europe 
in a Mercedes-Benz Vaneo.

The project
syzygy was charged with orchestrating a Europe-wide online marketing campaign to
accompany the introduction of the Vaneo. In order to optimally position the Vaneo in the
European market, the Internet was to be included in the communication strategy, which
was designed to create a tremendous amount of interest in the Vaneo even before it actually
hit the lots in March 2002. The campaign took off with the premiere of the Vaneo at the 2001
Geneva Motor Show, and it was to attract an increasing deal of attention until it eventually
climaxed with the presentation of the van at the IAA in Frankfurt, Germany. This set clear
and ambitious goals for syzygy's online design – to create and sustain interest in the new
Vaneo for a period of twelve months leading up to its launch. A verifiable number of sales
through the target group contacts of the website was to be generated as early as the first
year.

The solution
syzygy UK project managed and designed an online campaign that generated interest and
attention in precisely coordinated phases. Starting from a home page, new information was
released progressively, such as Quicktime movies presenting the new Vaneo in detailed
interior and exterior views, an interactive palette of colours, all the way up to price lists. The
campaign was concluded with the successful launch of a comprehensive positioning and
communication portal for the Vaneo.

Mobility on the Net
At the onset of the Internet boom, buzzwords such as “data highway” or “information high-
way” were often heard, hinting at the promise of mobility and speed. The fact that we think
in car metaphors in the virtual world, too, shows how important this segment has become
to our self-image. It is no wonder, then, that one of the most important markets of the
future has been created where the information highway intersects with the physical high-
way. That is why the automotive market is a key industry for syzygy.

The company
DaimlerChrysler is one of the most successful car manufacturers in the world. More than
with anyone else, its name is synonymous with quality and innovation. DaimlerChrysler is
also maintaining its global lead on the fast-growing market for compact vans created for the
family. Vaneo is the new compact van by Mercedes-Benz, a modern family car and multi-
purpose van that can be used for many activities, from recreational to professional. 
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‹syzygy has delivered excellent results within Vaneo's classic example of an integrated
campaign. Launching in over 10 countries simultaneously, the activity joins the best of
traditional advertising and new media. This is the first time Mercedes-Benz have
launched a vehicle online and it has built up tremendous excitement amongst potential
buyers prior to launch. These are now highly qualified leads for the dealers to convert.›

Harry Gottschalk, DaimlerChrysler 

The Vaneo community
An important aspect was the ongoing formation of the Vaneo community. During the entire
campaign, visitors to the website were asked to register online so that they would receive
special news and product information on the Vaneo. Registered users were able to visit
information pages that provided them with numerous exclusive possibilities – downloadable
product brochures, screensavers, articles and a specially created newsletter, all of which
helped to create an Internet world centred around the Vaneo. Virtual guests were able to
post information and messages and could exchange them with friends and colleagues,
which served to create additional interest and attention.

One Vaneo for all of Europe.
Thanks to syzygy’s project management, the web sites premiered online at the same time
in 10 countries and 13 languages, just in time for the Geneva Motor Show. In doing so, the
Vaneo presented itself successfully all over Europe in a uniform fashion. The website is
largely based on a well-designed content management system, with which the content on
the individual country pages can be separately maintained and modified to meet the special
needs of each local market. 

Consumers’ use of the Internet in their new car buying process is taking off
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A popular transport vehicle.
Successful marketing for utility vehicles.

The project
From the grocer to the carpenter, from the plumber to the supplier – small business owners
have to be able to depend on a good and reliable transport vehicle. DaimlerChrysler has had
an excellent reputation for many years when it comes to transportation. Its small commer-
cial van, the Mercedes-Benz Vito, increasingly popular as a utility and recreational vehicle,
has proven especially successful. Capitalising on this popularity while increasing sales in
UK was the objective of a campaign that, thanks to the help of syzygy UK, was also success-
ful on the Internet. An integrated online and offline campaign was to communicate the new
services provided by DaimlerChrysler UK - three years’ service free of charge, leasing and
accessory packages. An offline campaign ran for twelve weeks to increase interest in the
small transport vehicle, while the online campaign implemented by syzygy focused on three
objectives - to create a strong appeal for the special services, point out the advantages of
the Mercedes-Benz Vito over competitors’ models and organise test drives that would lead
to actual sales.
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The solution
A recommendation by a satisfied customer is the very best sales pitch. The underlying mar-
keting strategy therefore capitalised on practical experience and recommendations by Vito
drivers. The Vito’s good reputation and the positive reports on its excellent features were
intended to encourage potential buyers to take a test drive. 
syzygy UK implemented this strategy in a comprehensive online marketing campaign during
which the new services were advertised under careful consideration of the target group. We
created a special Vito website that documented the advantages and benefits of a Vito using
real-life experiences.
syzygy interviewed and filmed numerous Vito owners and drivers. These people had been
representatively selected from the entire scope of the target group.

Visitors to the Vito website can view these interviews online as videos or read them as text.

A good reputation decides it all
What results is an impressive forum of satisfied Vito users. Small business owners talk
about their positive experiences, and their statements do much to attract potential custo-
mers from a similar environment. In a second step, the online campaign provides potential
buyers and interested persons with information on individual product features and the
services offered. In addition, visitors to the website can search quickly and specifically for
any information they need on the Vito in a special area of the site.
The next step allows visitors to the website to experience the benefits lauded by Vito owners
for themselves and to verify them “live”, so to speak. Users are told about a dealer in their
vicinity and are provided with information on a test drive. Thanks to syzygy's online design,
only a few clicks separate the positive recommendation of the satisfied customer from the
test drive of the new customer.
Success must be measurable here, too, which is why the Vito website has been measured
against and now over-achieved clear-cut targets in terms of site reviews, brochures ordered
online and test drives booked.

‹syzygy's results-driven collaborative approach has enabled us to deliver an on and
offline marketing campaign that is currently exceeding the demanding targets that we
set, and driving real sales of the Vito.›
Thomas Greipel, DaimlerChrysler 
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We know what’s going on.
‹Development and graphics are one thing
– but the client's basic business and the
best representation of it have to be
understood. Here background knowledge
about the processes and the market are
vital.›

French blue-chip client, financial services
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We deliver.
‹When you come to agencies there is a
lot of fluff, puffery, hot air, promises
that are not being kept. syzygy delivers.
If there is a plan, it is executed.›
Ulrich Zastrow, Mazda
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We are flexible.
‹syzygy's strength is its flexibility, it is
not structured in such a stiff way, not
everything has to be communicated via
the project manager. Sometimes you
have to leave hierarchies to one side
and combine various areas of work.›
Michael Fuetterer, Commerzbank
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Group Management Report 2001
I. General
The syzygy Group (hereinafter referred to as “syzygy” or “the Group”) consists of the stock
corporation syzygy AG (hereinafter referred to as “syzygy AG”) and its subsidiaries.
These subsidiaries are syzygy Deutschland GmbH, syzygy UK Ltd., syzygy France S.A.,
syzygy Ireland Ltd. and Mediopoly Ltd. syzygy Ireland ceased all business activities in
the second quarter.

syzygy is a provider of consulting, design and implementation services for eBusiness
and other Internet-related solutions.

syzygy AG acts as the managing holding company, whereas the subsidiaries are respon-
sible for the consulting and service business. 

syzygy France S.A. has been part of the Group since 1 August 2000. To ensure a greater
degree of transparency, we shall include, in addition to the comparison with prior-year
levels, pro-forma information derived from the assumption that syzygy France S.A. was
part of the Group for the entire financial year of 2000.

II. Market Environment and Competitors
The financial year of 2001 was marked by a continuous downward spiral of the economy.
This slowdown in economic activity could be felt in the US as early as in autumn of 2000.
The slowdown in the US spilled over into the rest of the world, bringing down global
growth rates in 2001 as well. Particularly in the European core markets relevant to
syzygy – Germany (D), United Kingdom (UK) and France (F), current growth rates are
substantially below forecasts.

For several years, one of the main drivers of economic growth was investment in infor-
mation and telecommunications technology, even though the Internet boom often over-
shadowed the profitability of the individual investments. Towards the end of 2000 and in
early 2001 significant disillusionment with the lack of profitability of IT investments
lead to a more cautious evaluation. 

In the new environment, many of the investments made in the area of information and
telecommunications technology no longer stood up to a critical review.

The results: numerous start-ups went under, and demand in this sector plummeted.
Among old economy companies, a general trend took root, whereby all investments
and investment plans were subjected to a critical review. This rapidly curtailed the
growth in technology investments, even more so in the wake of the tragic events that
took place in the US in September of last year.

For service providers such as syzygy, specialists in Internet solutions, this development
radically altered. Established companies with whom we did business slowed down their
investment decisions and shifted project priorities around. 
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One of the main consequences of this development was a change in the demands placed
on service partners. Vision, design proficiency and the ability to implement quickly
became less important, while technical expertise, the focus on customer benefits,
professionalism and economic stability grew to influence the choice of service
providers more and more.

This is a trend that had already become noticeable at the end of 2000, but many of the
focused service providers, flush with liquidity from their IPOs, continued along the same
strategy of aggressive and organic growth from acquisitions. While demand stagnated
or even shrank in some areas, the overall capacity of the sector expanded initially. 

At the same time, classic IT consultancies and IT systems houses, with their eBusiness
offerings, became more successful. Competition grew more intense and pricing pres-
sure increased as a result. To counter this effect, many international competitors were
forced to implement wide-ranging retrenchment programs in 2001. Two of our listed
German competitors have had to declare bankruptcy.

There are, however, some positive trends that will be a significant factor in syzygy’s
long-term performance, but that are hidden by the difficult situation for the Internet
industry, the changes this situation wrought in the industry during the financial year of
2001 and the overall feeling of uncertainty as regards the global economic environment.

In its latest analysis, IDC predicts that IT investments will begin to pick up gradually
worldwide as of mid-2002. The market research institute bases its predictions on a
growth in IT expenditure of 6% to 7% in Europe compared to expenditure in 2001. In
contrast, IT expenditures in the US are estimated to grow 4% to 6%.

This year’s main trends in the IT services sector might be best described as “consoli-
dation and integration” and “success measurement.” In this instance, “consolidation”
indicates the harmonization of existing, but non-uniform IT systems environments.
This year will see the emphasis placed on consolidation.

Considering the difficulty of the overall economic environment, most IT officers have
not made it a priority to make large investments in new systems. Instead, many com-
panies will be more interested in integrating existing, but isolated solutions and in
unifying systems environments in order to better streamline them.

This tendency towards an increasing integration of existing systems will demand of IT
service providers that their systems integration expertise be very extensive if they wish
to be successful. This situation will be compounded by the growing importance of
enterprise application integration (EAI), particularly when it comes to integrating in-
house and external systems environments.

In this case, however, “integration” does not only refer to a company’s own in-house 
IT systems, although this was predominately the case in the past. In the future, however,
companies will place a much higher priority on communication that includes other
companies as well. In working together with other companies, businesses will be able
to optimise the performance of their business processes all along the supply chain or
throughout the entire eProcurement process. Because of this awareness, cross-com-
pany collaboration will soon be much more important than it has been in the past.

The second trend mentioned above deals with measuring the success of IT projects.
Projects will only be carried out if they promise quick and measurable success in the
form of a rapid return-on-investment, improved efficiency, cost savings or better cost
transparency. 

In the future, being able to measure the success of an eBusiness project will be much
more important than in the past. For instance, the return on an investment made in such
a project should ideally be made within one or two years and should yield a measurable
degree of success. 
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III. Group Performance and Status
Despite its dynamic performance since it was set up in 1995, syzygy has always pursued
a controlled growth strategy. The underlying foundation of this strategy is a continuous
expansion of its core areas of expertise, while still being guided by the financial possi-
bilities syzygy has created for itself. Nothing has changed this overall strategy, not even
our IPO in October of 2000 nor the inflow of liquid funds amounting to some Euro 55
million from the IPO. syzygy was particularly circumspect about making acquisitions,
considering the excessive prices on the market.

Sales Performance at Same Level Despite Market Slump
Sales revenues from the financial year of 2001 stood at Euro 17.6 million, 9% higher
than the prior-year level (growth was stable in the pro-forma comparison).

If we take a close look at each of our three core markets, we will notice widely varying
trends. Whilst the harsh economic climate resulted in a reduction in year on year
revenues in the UK and France, Germany successfully bucked the trend with a strong
51% growth in sales.

Sales by Country 2000 2001
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This difference in local trends across Europe has altered the regional distribution of rev-
enues for 2001 with Germany having the largest share of sales across this period. The
Irish branch was shut down in the second quarter in response to the difficult market
environment and the bleak outlook.

The distribution of sales revenues by industry was similar to that recorded in 2000
(69% in four core industries vs. 74% in 2000). The automotive market leads the pack
with a share of 39%, followed by financial services with 12%, telecommunications with
11% and retail with 7%.

Environmental and market trends are clearly reflected in a comparison of sales by quar-
ter. The first quarter in 2001 was weaker than the fourth quarter in 2000 due to the busi-
ness slump in United Kingdom and France. The second and third quarters showed slight
sequential growth but were followed by a slight decline again in the fourth quarter. 

Sales by Vertical Market 2000 2001

Automotive 39 %

Financial Services 12 %

Telecommunication 11 %

Retail 7 %

Others 31 %

Automotive 24 %

Financial Services 16 %

Telecommunication 16 %

Retail 18 %

Others 26 %

The Regions
Sales grew consistently in Germany until the fourth quarter, when a slight decline set in.
UK restructured costs in Q1 and Q2 following a weak sales performance in Q1 as the
market climate tightened. These measures were continued through the year (an overall
staff reduction from 88 to 53) and resulted in  a highly profitable Q2 and Q3 before a
further reduction in sales in Q4 following two specific September 11th influenced pro-
ject cancellations.

syzygy generated 70% of its sales revenue from its top 10 clients, which is roughly the
same as in the previous year. Skilled and committed project teams yielded highly satisfied
customers. Thanks to our wide market acceptance and the success of the projects carried
out by syzygy in Germany and the UK, we were able to realise growth in existing customer
relations, primarily with DaimlerChrysler, Mazda Motor Europe and VIAG Interkom.

Furthermore, we were able to establish promising relationships with new blue chip
customers across Europe, including Atofina, Citroën, Commerzbank and Jewson.
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Operating Expenses
The gross operating margin shrank from 36% in 2000 to 31% in 2001. This decline is
due to the time lag between sales decrease in Q1 and the effect of restructuring in the
UK, together with the additional sales decrease in Q4.

Selling expenses jumped 49% in order to meet the demands of the changing market
environment. General administrative expenses climbed 33%. This increase was driven
by the stock market listing as well as by establishing lean but necessary holding acti-
vities which had not yet existed in that form in 2000.

High One-off Expenditures
The above-stated operating expenses include one-off expenditures of Euro 0.9 million.

1. The changes in the underlying economic conditions necessitated sweeping retrench-
ment programs in order to adapt business operations to the new conditions, requiring
one-off expenditures of Euro 0.6 million. The number of employees in London was re-
duced by 40%, from 88 at the end of 2000 to 53. Other units were affected by retrench-
ment programs as well. In Germany, this included setting aside a reserve to cover vacant
office space.

2. We had to write off a claim against a French start-up in the amount of Euro 0.2 million
caused by the lack of follow-up financing. Furthermore, claims against other customers
in the amount of Euro 0.1 million were written off. Losses incurred or provided for on
accounts receivables stood at a total of Euro 0.3 million.
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Financial Results, Taxes, Annual result
At nearly Euro 2.7 million, the financial result stands at more than 400% above that of
the prior year. syzygy’s liquid funds have been invested conservatively –3% in fixed-term
deposits, 39% in investment funds, 41% in mortgage bonds and 17% in corporate bonds. 

In total, this results in a net loss for the year of Euro –7.2 million, compared to a Euro
35,000 profit for the year 2000, which translates into a deficit of Euro –0.60 per share.
In the prior year, syzygy was able to generate a surplus of Euro 0.01 per share.

Fixed-asset Depreciation and Amortisation of Goodwill
Fixed-asset depreciation was Euro 1.0 million, Euro 0.4 million above last year’s figures.
This increase is partly due to the depreciation on fixed assets deployed to support larger
accommodation needs reflected by higher staff numbers at the beginning of the year.

Goodwill amortisation refers to syzygy France S.A. and corresponded to the need to
adjust goodwill because fair value was assessed as being below book value. The mana-
gement and supervisory boards agreed to amortize the remaining Euro 7.1 million total
goodwill as an unscheduled write-off after the planned amortisation of Euro 0.8 million.

Portfolio Structure of Cash and Marketable Securities

Fixed-term deposit 3 %

Investment funds 39 %

Mortgage bonds 41 %

Corporate bonds 17 %
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Cash Flow
Negative operative cash flow stands at Euro 0.9 million, or Euro 0.2 million higher than
the operating loss prior to depreciation. Investments in fixed assets and cash flows
resulting from transactions with marketable securities – into which a significant part 
of the Group’s current funds has been invested – affect the cash flow from investment
activities. 

Solid Balance Sheet Structures
The balance sheet structures on 31. December 2001 remain solid. At 94%, the equity
ratio continued to be extremely high (92% in the previous year). syzygy has no bank 
liabilities. Other provisions were made primarily for holiday expenditures and invoices
outstanding. Provisions for taxes and deferred taxes total Euro 0.9 million as compared
to tax reimbursement claims in the amount of Euro 1.3 million. Liquid funds and mar-
ketable securities were Euro 54.6 million on the cut-off date.

Investments and Research & Development
Because syzygy is a service provider that offers its own products only in a very limited
fashion, it does not incur expenses for R&D. The total amount invested in 2001 was
Euro 0.7 million, mainly in the areas of software and hardware. 
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Staff
The number of staff members was reduced from 190 at the end of 2000 to 166 at the
end of 2001, which is equivalent to a reduction of 13%. The countries, however, showed
different trends: Germany +22%, United Kingdom -40%, France +13%. The number of
staff at syzygy AG increased by 20%.

The change made in the number of employees per function reflects the success of our
retrenchment efforts and our increased focus on technology as part of our strategy to
deliver Internet solutions.

Total sales per employee averaged Euro 102,000, compared to Euro 104,000 in the pre-
vious year.

Sales per Employee 1998 – 2001
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Employees by Function

Technology 37 %

Project management 25 %

Creative 16 %

Strategy 8 %

Admin 14 %

Employees are an important asset to service providers, which is why we place great
emphasis on training our employees. In 2001, this was primarily done by strengthening
the skills and abilities of project management as well as furthering technical capabilities.
An optimised employee structure as well as a highly professional level of performance
are crucial to the successful execution of projects, especially for a service provider in
the field of Internet-based solutions.

syzygy is proud of its wide ranging technical capability together with its excellence in
design and project management. Optimal Internet solutions require effective deploy-
ment of the most appropriate technology, the application of a user-centric interface to
ensure a successful operational implementation, and project management that can
understand and combine the various skills involved.
By bringing these teams together we achieve high levels of productivity and motivation,
an important factor to help us survive in this market.
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IV. Risk Management
syzygy’s future business development is exposed to several risks. These risks have the
potential to have a negative impact on our financial position and may lead to syzygy
missing its planned business targets.

The management board of syzygy AG will continue to determine these risks in the future
as well, defining strategic measures to minimise them. Risk assessment not only takes
into account the extent of the impact on our operating and financial position but also
how likely it is that any risk factor will actually have an impact at all.

Risk factors refer to overall economic trends, to syzygy’s brief history as well as to the
speed with which the market for Internet services is changing.

The majority of syzygy’s revenues is being generated from its business with a select
few customers. The loss of any one of these customers can be compensated only with
time delays, if at all. During such a phase, it is usually not possible to reduce expenses
accordingly.

syzygy’s sales are not protected by long-term contracts; rather, sales is primarily gene-
rated on the basis of individual contracts of limited duration. For this reason, plans that
rely on sales performance are necessarily fraught with a high degree of risk.

Fixed price agreements form the basis of the lion’s share of syzygy’s sales, which makes
it possible that unforeseeable losses might be incurred if the calculated project cost is
exceeded unexpectedly. In addition, syzygy assumes for each project the standard war-
ranty and liability obligations, which may potentially lead to considerable follow-up
costs per project.

In certain cases, syzygy’s project handling requires that extensive advance services be
performed without prior prepayment. Should a customer refuse or be unable to pay,
resulting in previously performed services not being duly paid, syzygy’s operating posi-
tion may worsen significantly.

The services syzygy performs have a public impact. So if there are quality defects in the
execution of one of its projects, syzygy may suffer wide-spread damage to its image.
This kind of damage has the potential to have a sustained negative impact on the future
development of our company.

The professional performance of our employees is, to a great extent, the necessary
basis for the performance of the entire company. Because of their extensive qualifica-
tions, individual employees are particularly important. If we are unable to retain this
calibre of employees, or to continuously engage new, highly qualified employees, syzygy’s
success may be curbed.

Investment activity in the area of Internet solutions greatly depends on the overall state
of the economy, just as expenses for online advertising and other Internet-based solu-
tions do. A negative economic trend would distinctly reduce the market volume syzygy
is aiming for. Any steps taken to compensate for such an economic trend by adjusting
development capacities could only be implemented with a certain time lag, while addi-
tional costs would be incurred for further retrenchment measures.

Acquisitions have always been part of syzygy’s corporate policy. The success of all acqui-
sitions, even those made in the future, depends on how well the new acquisition can be
integrated into the existing structure and how well we manage to generate the synergies
which were originally the aim of the acquisition. If we are unable to integrate an acqui-
sition successfully, it may decrease in value considerably, forcing us to take an extra-
ordinary depreciation.
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V. Forecast and Events Since the End of the Financial Year of 2001
Though the overall performance of the economy and the special conditions encountered
in the area of Internet-related services after the boom in 2000 have convinced syzygy
that the market for eBusiness solutions is one of the most attractive growth markets
for professional services over the medium and long terms, this market segment is
facing yet another difficult year.

syzygy has an excellent market position and stands to profit from the consolidation of
competing providers. Its position is even stronger considering its significant cash re-
serves of Euro 54.6 million. By restructuring its organization and selectively expanding
its technical know-how, which will continue to be expanded in the future, syzygy has
primed its organization to handle the challenges of 2002. 

syzygy is focusing a substantial portion of its efforts on the automotive and financial
services sectors as well as on managing international projects.

The developer platform MS.NET will be a driving force in the future of technology. 
The first set of applications, developed on the MS .NET platform in cooperation with
reputable clients, will be presented at CeBIT.

syzygy is not planning any international expansion beyond its current markets. Instead,
it intends to intensify its current activities. By making selective acquisitions, it plans to
fill out and strengthen its service portfolio.

It also intends to focus on enhancing in-house efficiency by improving its project mana-
gement processes (increasing capacity utilization) and by focusing on administrative
activities in the holding company. In anticipation of the currently not inevitable improve-
ment in the climate for IT investments, syzygy is expecting its operating loss to shrink
in 2002, while sales are expected to remain on the prior-year level.

Change of Leadership
Marco Seiler was appointed CEO at syzygy AG in January 2002. He set up syzygy
Deutschland GmbH and was part of the IPO of syzygy AG in 2000. The German market,
the largest in all of syzygy’s regions, has constantly generated above-average profita-
bility. This success is partly attributable to Marco Seiler’s work, since he oversaw the
German region. We consider this change on the board an excellent foundation for the
future development of our company. 
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Consolidated Balance Sheets
Assets in Million Euro Notes Page 2001 2000

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents (16) (32) 1.679 9.950

Marketable securities (17) (33) 52.903 45.986

Accounts receivable, net (18) (33) 4.474 4.902

Inventories 0 0.005

Prepaid expenses and other current assets (19) (33) 3.504 1.676

Total current assets 62.560 62.519

Non-current assets

Intangible assets, net (20) (34) 0.223 8.134

Fixed assets, net (21) (34) 1.666 1.913

Other non-current assets (22) (35) 0.769 0.630

Total non-current assets 2.658 10.677

Total assets 65.218 73.196
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Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity in Mio. Euro Notes Page 2001 2000

Current liabilities

Bank liabilities (23) (35) 0 0.019

Accounts payable and accrued expenses (24) (35) 1.712 3.044

Customer advances (25) (35) 0.076 0.483

Tax accruals and payables 0.863 0.979

Other current liabilities (26) (36) 1.150 1.243

Total current liabilities 3.801 5.768

Shareholders' equity

Common stock* 12.000 12.000

Additional paid in capital 54.468 53.680

Retained earnings –5.684 1.497

Accumulated other comprehensive income 0.633 0.251

Total shareholders' equity (27) (36) 61.417 67.428

Total liabilities and shareholders' equity 65.218 73.196

*Contingent Capital million Euro 1.200 (2000: million Euro 0.891)

The accompanying Notes are an integral part of the Financial Statements
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Consolidated Income Statements
in Million Euro Notes Page 2001 2000

Revenues (7) (26) 17.627 16.113

Cost of consultancy sold –12.079 – 9.706

Sales & Marketing – 1.637 – 0.955

General & Administration – 5.971 – 4.235

Other operating income/expense, net (10) (28) 0.193 0.084

Operating income – 1.867 1.301

Goodwill amortization – 7.909 – 0.344

Other income/expense, net (11) (28) 0.005 – 0.844

Financial income, net (21) (34) 2.657 0.565

Income before taxes – 7.114 0.678

Income taxes (13) (28) – 0.068 – 0.643

Net income – 7.182 0.035

Earnings per share (basic in Euro) (14) (30) – 0.60 0.01

Earnings per share (diluted in Euro) (14) (30) – 0.60 0.01

The accompanying Notes are an integral part of the Financial Statements
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
in Million Euro 2001 2000

Net income – 7.182 0.035

Non-cash stock compensation expense 0.115 0.087

Depreciation and amortization 8.916 0.943

Changes in assets and liabilities, net of effects of acquisitions:

– Accounts receivable 0.428 – 1.529

– Inventories 0.005 – 0.005

– Prepaid expenses and other current assets – 1.828 – 1.299

– Customer advances – 0.407 0.464

– Accounts payable and accrued expenses – 1.332 1.889

– Tax accruals and payables, deferred taxes 0.472 – 0.272

– Other current liabilities – 0.093 1.216

Cash flows from operating activities – 0.906 1.529

Investments in intangible assets – 0.107 – 0.225

Investments in fixed assets – 0.610 – 1.414

Increase in intangibles and other assets, net of cash

– acquired in acquisitions 0 0.034

Changes in other non-current assets – 0.139 – 0.603

Purchases of marketable securities, net – 6.753 – 45.834

Cash flows used in investing activities – 7.609 –48.072

Changes in bank liabilities – 0.019 – 0.110

Proceeds from IPO 0 61.800

Direct costs of IPO 0.086 – 6.283

Cash flows from financing activities 0.067 55.407

Exchange rate differences 0.177 0.029

Total – 8.271 8.893

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 9.950 1.057

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 1.679 9.950

The accompanying Notes are an integral part of the Financial Statements
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Statements of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
No. of shares issued Common Additional

and outstanding stock paid in capital
in Million Euro

January 1, 2000 387 0.387 1.208

Net income

Exchange rate differences

Unrealized gains on marketable securities

Other comprehensive income

Comprehensive Income

Compensation expense for the period 0.087

Capital increase through contribution of Mediopoly, 
Syzygy Deutschland  and Syzygy France 8.523 8.523 –8.295

Goodwill Syzygy France 8.253

Proceeds from IPO 3.090 3.090 58.710

Direct costs of IPO –6.283

December 31, 2000 12.000 12.000 53.680

Net income

Exchange rate differences

Sale of marketable securities

Unrealized gains on marketable securities

Other comprehensive income

Comprehensive Income

Compensation expense for the period 0.115

Deferred Taxes 0.587

Reversal of direct costs of IPO 0.086

December 31, 2001 12.000 12.000 54.468

The accompanying Notes are an integral part of the Financial Statements
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Comprehensive Accum. other Retained Total
Income comprehensive earnings equity

Income

0.086 1.462 3.143

0.035 0.035 0.035

0.013

0.152

0.165 0.165 0.165

0.200

0.087

0.228

8.253

61.800

– 6.283

0.251 1.497 67.428

– 7.182 – 7.182 – 7.182

0.219

-0.026

0.190

0.383 0.383 0.383

– 6.800

0.115

0.587

0.086

0.634 –5.685 61.417
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1. Basis for presentation
The consolidated financial statements of Syzygy AG for the year ended
31 December 2001 comprise the Company and its subsidiaries (together
referred to as “Syzygy” or the “Company”) and have been prepared in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States (“U.S. GAAP”).

2. Description of Company´s business
Syzygy primarily provides Internet solutions to large European organisa-
tions from its offices in the UK, Germany and France. The minor opera-
tions of the subsidiary in Ireland were terminated in the second quarter
2001. The combination of the four businesses represents a pan-
European base for the continued provision of this service. Syzygy develops
and implements strategies and solutions that enable its clients to work
together and to engage and to transact with their business partners,
employees and customers. Typically this involves eBusiness strategy
development, solution development, brand and design development,
specification and project planning, technical integration, value measure-
ment and planning, and online marketing activity. 

3. Consolidated entities
The consolidated financial statements of Syzygy include all subsidiaries
in which the parent Company holds a direct or indirect majority of voting
rights.

Name of Company Share Total Equity Net income
% in million Euro in million Euro

Mediopoly Limited, UK 100 1.042 –0.005

Syzygy UK Limited, UK 100 1.846 –0.013

Syzygy Deutschland GmbH, Germany* 100 0.431 1.070

Syzygy France S.A., France 100 –0.278 –0.857

Syzygy Ireland Ltd., Ireland 100 –0.091 –0.025

*Net income before distribution of gains to syzygy AG.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements for the year 2001
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4. Principles of Combination
In May 2000, the entire share capital of Mediopoly, the parent company
of Syzygy UK, and of Syzygy Deutschland were contributed to Syzygy AG
by a share for share exchange which gave Mediopoly shareholders 60%
(equals 4.758.420 shares) and Syzygy Deutschland shareholders 40%
(equals 3.166.030 shares) of Syzygy AG. The total number of shares issued
in that context was 7.924.450. In accordance with US-GAAP (APB Opinion
No. 16 “Business Combinations”) this transaction was accounted for as
a pooling of interest. Accordingly, the combination was recorded using
the historical cost bases of Mediopoly and Syzygy Deutschland therefore,
no recognition of goodwill was required.

Legally effective in August 2000, Syzygy AG acquired all of the 164.816
outstanding common shares of Syzygy France for a consideration of
935.550 shares of Syzygy AG. These had an equivalent transaction value
of million Euro 8.481. This value was determined on basis of a valuation
by an independent expert in May 2000 when the terms of the combina-
tion were agreed upon. In accordance with US-GAAP (APB Opinion No.
16 “Business Combinations”) this transaction was accounted for under
the purchase method, which resulted in a goodwill of million Euro 8.253.
The related goodwill acquired will be amortized on a straightline basis
over a period of ten years. The results of operations of Syzygy France
are included in the consolidated financial statements since August 1, 2000.
Because of the permanent losses of Syzygy France S.A. the goodwill was
written off completely.

5. Pro-forma information
In accordance with US GAAP (APB Opinion No. 16 “Business Combina-
tions”) the income statement for the year 2001 is compared to a pro-
forma-income statement for the year 2000 which is disclosed under the
assumption that the acquisition of Syzygy France (see note 4) had been
carried out as of January 1, 1999.

in million Euro 2001 2000

Revenues 17.627 17.639

Cost of consultancy sdd –12.079 –11.295

Sales & Marketing –1.637 –1.098

General & Administration –5.971 –4.502

Other operating income/exoence, net 0.193 0.068

Operating income –1.867 0.812

Goodwill amortization –7.909 –0.825

Other income/expense, net 0.005 –0.844

Interest income/expense, net 2.657 0.542

Income before taxes –7.114 –0.315

Income taxes –0.068 –0.643

Net income –7.182 –0.958

Eamings per share (basic in Euro) –0.60 –0.22

Eamings per share (diluted in Euro) –0.60 –0.22
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6. Significant accounting policies

(a) Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates
and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities
and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the
financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expens-
es during the reporting period. Estimations were mainly applied in eval-
uation the goodwill and percentage of completion of receivables. Actual
results could differ from those estimates.

(b) Foreign Currency translation
The financial statements of the fully consolidated foreign subsidiaries
are translated according to the functional currency method. Since these
subsidiaries are economically independent, and thus their functional
currency is the local currency, their balance sheets are translated into
the Group's reporting currency at median rates on the balance sheet date
(“closing rate”) and their income statements are translated at annual
average rates. Differences from the prior year's translation of assets and
liabilities and translation differences between the balance sheet and
the income statement do not affect income. The effects of foreign cur-
rency translation are included in other comprehensive income in the
consolidated statements of changes in shareholders' equity.

Accounts receivable and accounts payable denominated in foreign cur-
rencies are translated at the closing rate with resulting gains and loss-
es reflected in other income/expense, net.

c) Revenue Recognition
Substantially all revenues are derived from consulting fees and produc-
tion of content for digital media. Revenue is realized when the service is
performed, in accordance with the terms of the contractual agreement
and when collection is reasonably assured. 

Revenue from fixed fee consulting arrangements are generally recog-
nized in accordance with SOP 81-1 (“Accounting for Performance of
Construction-Type and certain Construction-Type Contracts”) using the
percentage of completion method. The percentage of completion is cal-
culated by the ratio of realized mandays to planned mandays. Project
plans are forecasted on a regular basis. Provisions for estimated losses
on contracts are setup in the period such losses are determined.

In limited instances the Company is compensated only when a project is
completed. In such cases, the Company recognizes revenue when it has
performed substantially all of its duties in relation to the project. Some
of these projects specify milestones during the life of the project and
assign a portion of the total project revenue to those milestones. In such
instances, revenue attached to a particular milestone is recognized when
the Company has performed substantially all of its duties in relation to
the milestone and the client has accepted the deliverable.

Revenues from software licenses are recognized when the software is
delivered, in accordance with SOP 97-2 “Software revenue recognition”
under the conditions that there is an existing contract with a client, the
license fee is fixed and the payment probable.

(d) Advertising
Advertising costs are expensed as incurred within sales and marketing
expenses. Advertising expenditure was million Euro 0.213 and million
Euro 0.189 for the years ended December 31, 2001 and 2000 respectively.
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(e) Earnings per share
In accordance with SFAS Nr. 128 “Earnings per share” the result is the
net income of the group divided by the average number of issued shares
for the period. Earnings per share (dilution) is calculated under the
assumption that all outstanding options will be exercised. Due to the
Loss of the group earnings per share are not influenced by the number
of outstanding options.

(f) Current assets
Inventories consist of merchandise for resale and are stated at the lower
of cost and net realizable value.

Accounts receivable are stated at their nominal value, which approximates
fair market value. Included in accounts receivable are unbilled receiv-
ables related to fixed fee consulting arrangements. Allowances are pro-
vided when deemed necessary to reduce accounts receivables to their
estimated net realizable value after giving consideration to specific cus-
tomer and regional economic risks.

Other current assets are shown at their nominal value, which approxi-
mates fair value. Prepaid expenses are determined by allocating expen-
ses to the periods to which they are attributable.

Marketable securities are considered available-for-sale. Accordingly these
securities are valued at fair market value at the balance sheet date with
unrealized gains/losses included in other comprehensive income. 

(g) Accruals and liabilities
Accrued liabilities are recorded when an obligation to a third party has
been incurred, payment is probable and reasonably estimable. In deter-
mining accrued liabilities, all applicable costs are taken into considera-
tion.

Liabilities are shown at the amounts payable, which approximate fair
market value.

(h) Web site development costs and other intangible assets
According to Financial Accounting Standards Nr. 86 “Accounting for 
the costs of computer software to sold, leased or otherwise marketed
(SFAS 86) expenses for research and development are capitalized, if the
costs are incurred after technological availability and before the market
introduction. Incurred expenses for this period were not material. De-
velopment costs before reaching technogical availability are expensed
as incurred.

Internal and external costs incurred in the planning or conceptual de-
velopment of the Company’s web site are expensed as incurred. Once
the planning of conceptual development of a web site enhancement
project has been achieved, and the project has reached this application
or development stage, the following costs are capitalized as intangible
assets: 
+ External direct costs of materials and services used in the project, 
+ Payroll and payroll related costs for employees who are directly

associated with and who devote time to the project (to the extent of
the time spent directly on the project)

Intangible assets also includes costs associated with purchased software.

All intangibles are amortized on a straightline basis over their estimat-
ed useful lives, which usally is 3 years.
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(i) Fixed assets
Fixed assets include leasehold improvements and other equipment and
are shown at cost less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is provid-
ed at rates calculated to write off the cost less estimated residual value
on a straightline basis over its estimated useful life. Maintenance and
minor repairs are charged to operations as incurred. Leasehold improve-
ments are depreciated on a straightline basis over their estimated use-
ful lives or the term of the lease, whichever is shorter. Operational and
office equipment is depreciated on a straightline basis, normally over a
period of 3 or 4 years. 

(j) Accounting for long-lived assets
The Company periodically evaluates the recoverability of the carrying
amount of its long-lived assets whenever events or changes in circum-
stances indicate that the carrying amounts of those assets may not be
recoverable over the remaining amortization period. The Company will
compare undiscounted net cash flows estimated to be generated by those
assets to the carrying net book values of those assets. To the extent that
these cash flows are less than the carrying amounts of the assets, the
Company will record impairment losses to write the asset down to fair
value. During the year ended December 31, 2001, company incurred such
an impairment in the amount of million Euro 0.132.

(k) Accounting for stock-based compensation
As permitted by Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 123,
“Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation” (“SFAS 123”), the Company
applies the intrinsic value-based method in accordance with Accounting
Principles Board Opinion 25 (“APB 25”) for its employee stock-based
compensation plans. Under APB 25, the Company records expenses
relating to its stock-based compensation plans over the vesting period
based upon the stock options’ intrinsic value on the reporting date. See
Note (15) for a description of the Company’s plan and for a summary of
the pro-forma effects on reported net income and earnings per share
based on the fair value of stock options as prescribed by SFAS 123.

(l) Deferred taxes
Deferred taxes are accounted for under the asset and liability method 
of accounting in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting Stan-
dards No. 109, “Accounting for Income Taxes” (“SFAS 109”). Deferred
tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences
attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying
amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates
expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those tempo-
rary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on
deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized
in income in the period of enactment. 

Net operating loss carryforwards that are available to reduce future taxes
are recognized as deferred tax assets. Such amounts are reduced by a
valuation allowance to the extent that it is more likely than not that some
portion or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized.
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(m) Comprehensive income
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 130, “Reporting Com-
prehensive Income” (“SFAS 130”), requires companies to separately re-
port the components of comprehensive income which is comprised of
net income and other comprehensive income. Other comprehensive in-
come comprises the change in equity from transactions and other events
not affecting net income except those resulting from investments by
owners and distributions to owners.

Both other comprehensive income and comprehensive income are dis-
closed in the consolidated statements of changes in shareholders' equity.
Other comprehensive income includes currency translation differences
and unrecognized gains and losses from marketable securities consid-
ered available for sale.

The Comprehensive income for the years ended December 31 2001 and
2000 consists of the following:

in million Euro 2001 2000

Foreign currency gains and losses, net 0.318 0.099

Unrealised gains of securities 0.316 0.152

0.634 0.251

(n) Cash flows
The consolidated statements of cash flows shows the effect of inflows
and outflows during the course of the fiscal year on the Group's cash
and cash equivalents, and has been prepared in accordance with State-
ment of Financial Accounting Standards No. 95, “Statement of Cash
Flows” (“SFAS 95”). The statement distinguishes between cash flows
from operating activities, investing activities, and financing activities.

Cash payments made in 2001 for taxes amounted to million Euro 0.820
(2000: million Euro 0.692) and for interest million Euro 0 (2000: million
Euro 0.020).

(o) New Accounting Pronouncements
In June 2001, the financial accounting standards board (“FASB”) approved
the issuance of SFAS No. 141, “Business Combinations” and SFAS No.
142. SFAS requires the use of the purchase method of accounting for all
business combinations initiated after june 30, 2001.

Under SFAS 142, goodwill and intangibles with indefinite lives will no
longer be subject to amortization but will be subject to at least an annu-
al assessment for impairment. All other intangible assets with deter-
minable useful lives will continue to be amortized over their estimated
useful lives. The regulations of SFAS 141 and SFAS 142 will be applied
as of January 1, 2002.

As of December 31, 2001, goodwills at Syzygy falling under the rules of
SFAS 141 and 142 were million Euro 0. For 2001 ordinary goodwill amor-
tization was million Euro 0.825. Further to that an extraordinary impair-
ment charge of million Euro 7.084 was accounted for. Other than that
Syzygy does not anticipate that the adoption of SFAS 141 and SFAS 142
will have a material impact on its consolidated financial statements. 

In June 2001, the FASB issued SFAS 143 “Accounting for asset retirement
obligations”. SFAS 143 adresses financial accounting and reporting for
obligations associated with the retirement of tangible long-lived assets
and the associated asset retirement costs. Syzygy does not anticipate that
the adoption of SFAS 143 will have a material impact on its consolidated
financial statements.

In August 2001, the FASB issued SFAS No. 144, “Accounting for the Im-
pairment or Disposal of Long-Lived Assets”. SFAS 144 requires recog-
nition of an impairment loss for long-lived assets to be held and used
only if the carrying amount of the asset is not recoverable from its un-
discounted cash flows. The impairment loss is to be measured as the
difference between the carrying amount and fair value of the asset.
Adoption of SFAS No.144 is not expected to have a significant effect 
on Syzygy´s consolidated financial statements.
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7. Revenues and segment reporting
The Company’s wholly-owned businesses operate within the pan-Euro-
pean market. These businesses provide a variety of consultancy services
around eBusiness solutions to large European organizations. 

The group is managed by geographical area. Accordingly, segments refer
to the four operating companies in the UK, Germany, France and Ireland.
These companies are managed locally and, to a major extent, operate in
their local markets independently. The holding companies (Syzygy AG
and Mediopoly) serve all operating entities and therefore are segregated.
The different segments follow the same accounting principles as the
group. Transactions between segments have been eliminated.

A summary of the Company’s operation and allocation of assets by geo-
graphic area as of December 31, 2001 and 2000 and for the years then
ended is presented below:

in million Euro 2001 2000

Revenues:

UK 6.702 8.957

Germany 7.831 5.184

France 3.051 1.939

Ireland 0.043 0.033

Holding companies in Germany and UK 0 0

17.627 16.113

Operating income:

UK –0.040 0.779

Germany 1.055 1.242

France –0.768 0.179

Ireland –0.025 –0.066

Holding companies in Germany and UK –2.089 –0.833

–1.867 1.301

Depreciation included in operating income:

UK 0.590 0.203

Germany 0.328 0.335

France 0.073 0.044

Ireland 0.004 0.003

Holding companies in Germany and UK 0.012 0.013

1.007 0.569
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in million Euro 2001 2000

Current assets:

UK 2.365 2.188

Germany 1.435 2.139

France 1.733 1.977

Ireland 0 0.039

Holding companies in Germany and UK 57.027 56.176

62.560 62.519

Fixed assets:

UK 0.869 1.252

Germany 0.641 0.582

France 0.147 0.057

Ireland 0 0.018

Holding companies in Germany and UK 0.009 0.004

1.666 1.913

In 2001, two customers each accounted for more than 10% of total rev-
enues. These were Mazda (million Euro 2.118) and DaimlerChrysler
(million Euro 1.979). In 2000, three customers (Mazda, Telewest and
Boots) accounted for more than 10% of total revenues.

8. Cost of purchased services and materials
Cost of services and materials, which is included in various operating
expenses in the consolidated income statements for the years ended
December 31, are as follows:

in million Euro 2001 2000

Cost of purchased services 1.297 3.687

9. Personnel Expenses/Number of employees
Personnel expenses, which are included in various operating expenses
in the consolidated income statements for the years ended December 31,
are as follows:

in million Euro 2001 2000

Salaries and wages 9.649 7.178

Social security 1.625 1.078

11.274 8.256

The average number of employees was as follows:

2001 2000

173 170
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10. Other operating incom/expense, net

in million Euro 2001 2000

Employee usage of company cars 0.042 0.028

Income from rent 0.035 0

Foreign currency gains and losses, net 0.032 0

Reversal of accruals 0.028 0.013

Other 0.056 0.043

0.193 0.084

11. Other income/expense, net
For 2000, the amount of million Euro 0.844 concerns legal and consult-
ant fees relating to the structuring of Syzygy Group prior to the IPO. The
reversal of related accruals is shown as other income for 2001.

12. Financial result, net

in million Euro 2001 2000

Interest and similar income 2.684 0.585

Interest expense –0.027 –0.020

2.657 0.565

13. Income taxes

in million Euro 2001 2000

Domestic income taxes 0.054 0.384

Foreign income taxes 0.014 0.259

0.068 0.643 

In 2001, deferred taxes of million Euro 0.054 (2000: million Euro 0) are
included.

Changes in German tax law, effective in 2001, applies a standard tax rate
of 25% on both on distributed and retained earnings. In 2001 the tax rate
amounts to 26.4% including surcharges of 5.5%. Until the end of 2000
German corporate tax law applied a splitrate with regard to the taxation
of the income of a corporation and its shareholders. Corporation tax rate
was 40% plus surcharges of 5,5% on corporate income taxes payable so
that the applicaple federal corporate tax rate amounted to 42,2%.

The tax rate for municipal trade taxes was 14.9%. Since municipal trade
taxes are deductible from the corporate income tax base this leads to a
combined statutory rate of 37.3% for 2001 and 50.8% for 2000.
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The table below shows the reconciliation of the current German statutory
corporate income tax rate of 25% (2000: 40% for retained earnings) and
the effective tax rate:

in million Euro 2001 2000

Income before taxes –7.114 0.678

Non-deductible expenses:

– Goodwill amortization 7.909 0.344

– Compensation expense 0.115 0.087

– Other tax free income / expense –0.090 0

Taxable income 0.820 1.109

German trade tax on income 0.122 0.165

Income after German trade tax 0.698 0.944

Corporate income tax 0.175 0.378

German trade tax on income 0.122 0.165

Solidarity surcharge 0.009 0.021

Tax effect on current year losses 0.355 0.444

Foreign tax rate differential –0.023 –0.105

Tax refund from dividend distribution 0 –0.260

Reversal of allowances –0.570 0

0.068 0.643

Deferred tax assets and liabilities can be summarized as follows: 

(+) Assets/(–) Liabilities 2001 2000
Term in million Euro in million Euro

Accounts receivable short 0 0.006

Loss carryforwards Syzygy AG short/long 0 0.531

Loss carryforwards Syzygy France long 0.456 0.180

Deferred Tax 0.456 0.717

Valuation allowance –0.456 –0.570

0 0.147

Accounts receivable Short –0.038 –0

Marketable securities Short –0.113 –0.057

Intangibles Short / long –0.060 –0.090

–0.211 –0.147

Deferred taxes, net –0.211 0

The loss carryforwards of Syzygy France (million Euro 1.245) expire with-
in the next five years.
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14. Earnings per share
Earnings per share have been calculated in accordance with Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards No. 128, “Earnings per Share”
(“SFAS 128”). In arriving at earnings per share, the total allocated earn-
ings is divided by the weighted average number of shares outstanding
to which the earnings are allocated. The Company's stock options do
not have a dilutive effect because of the negative net income in 2001.

in Thsd. 2001 2000

Average number of shares 12,000 4,374

Net income in million Euro –7,182 35

Basic EPS in Euro –0.60 0.01

Maximum Dilution 617 493

Diluted EPS (in Euro) –0.60 0.01

15. Stock Based Compensation
Syzygy has issued two different stock based compensation plans for its
employees. The objectives of both plans include attracting and retaining
personnel and promoting the success of the Company by providing em-
ployees the opportunity to acquire shares.

Under Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 25, the Company recog-
nized a total compensation expense of million Euro 0.115 and million
Euro 0.087 in the periods ended December 31, 2001 and 2000 respectively.

(a) Employee share scheme
On September 23, 1998, Mediopoly introduced a stock based compensa-
tion plan which consisted of the allocation of a second class of equity
term “A shares”.

The shares were allocated in 3 tranches. The first tranche of shares were
granted to senior management. When this grant was made Mediopoly
and its 100% subsidiary Syzygy UK were considered an immature busi-
ness, valued by management at £ 2,0 mio. (£17,03 per ordinary share).
The second and third tranches were granted to other employees. By this
time, based on management’s estimate of the fair market value, the com-
panies were valued significantly in excess of that at January 1, 1997, at
£ 8,0 mio. (£68,11 per ordinary share) on December 31, 1998 and £ 12,0
mio. (£102,17 per ordinary share) at September 30, 1999. The A shares
granted had no expiration date as to their conversion into ordinary shares.
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The A-shares were allocated as follows:

Date of resolution Number Allotted

January 1, 1997 6,000 Sept. 23, 1998

December 31, 1998 3,221 April 14, 1999

June 30, 1999 408 June 30, 1999

30% of the A-shares were convertible into ordinary shares 1 year after
date of grant, 30% after 2 years and 40% after 3 years. At December 31,
2000, none of the shares granted had been converted into ordinary
shares and 1.530 have been forfeited.

In the course of the merger with Syzygy AG and Syzygy Deutschland the
conditions of this program were changed. Instead of conversion into shares
of Mediopoly, the A-Shares were converted into shares of Syzygy AG of
equal value. Nevertheless employees who were granted such shares
have restrictions with regards to selling these shares that correspond
to the original vesting conditions of the former A-shares.

As these shares have been granted to the employees without charge the
resulting total compensation expense to be spread over the vesting peri-
od (million Euro 0.361) reflects the full fair market value of the shares
granted based on the valuations as described above. Compensation
expenses for this plan were million Euro 0.036 in 2001 (million Euro 0.068
in 2000). As there are no variable components or performance criteria,
the expenses resulting from this plan are fixed.

(b) Employee Stock Option Plan
On September 13, 2000, the Company's shareholders approved an em-
ployee stock option plan. According to this plan, each stock option may
be exercised in exchange for one share of Syzygy AG over a maximum 
of five years subject to vesting requirements. So far three tranches have
been issued:

Issued (+)/ Average 
Forfeited (–) exercise price

Issued in 2000:

October 6, 2000 910 22.00

October 12, 2000 363,309 12.00

November 6, 2000 128,412 14.00

December 31, 2000 492,631 12.54

Issued in 2001:

April 12, 2001 185,500 5.21

Forfeited in 2001: –61,460 11.22

December 31, 2001 616,671 10.47

The stock options vest 40% after 2 years from date of grant, 30% after 3
years and 30% after 4 years. 

For the options granted on October 6, 2000, November 6, 2000 and April
12, 2001 exercise prices were above the fair market value of Syzygy AG´s
shares at the date of grant so that no expenses had to be incurred. The
fair market value of Syzygy AG´s shares on October 12, 2000, was Euro
12,65, resulting in a total compensation expense to be spread over the
vesting period of million Euro 0.236. Compensation expenses for this plan
were million Euro 0.088 in 2001. As there are no variable components or
performance criteria, the expenses resulting from this plan are fixed.

As of December 31, 2001, none of the outstanding stock options were
exercisable and 61.460 forfeited because of leaving employees.
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(c) Pro-forma information
SFAS 123 requires disclosure of pro forma information regarding net in-
come and earnings per share as if the Company had accounted for its
stock-based awards granted to employees using the fair value method.
The fair value of the Company’s stock based awards was estimated as
of the date of grant using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model. The
fair value of the Company’s stock-based awards described above was
calculated using the following weighted average assumptions:

2001 2000

Expected Life 5 5 Years

Riskfree interest rate 4.60 5.40%

Expected Volatility 80.00 70.00%

Expected yield on dividends 0.00 0.00%

For pro forma purposes according to SFAS 123, the estimated fair value
of the Company’s stock-based awards is amortized over the vesting peri-
od. The Company’s pro forma information for the year ended December
31, 2001 is as follows:

2001 2000

Net income in Million Euro:

Net Income as reported –7.182 35

Net income pro-forma –7.100 –30

Earnings per share in Euro:

Basic as reported –0.60 –0.01

Diluted as reported –0.60 –0.01

Basic – pro-forma –0.59 –0.01

Diluted – pro-forma –0.59 –0.01

The weighted-average fair value of all stock options granted during 2001
was Euro 1.58. 

The effects of applying SFAS 123 on pro forma disclosures of net income
and earnings per share for 2001 are not likely to be representative of
the pro forma effects on net income and earnings per share in the future
since the assumptions used to determine fair value can vary significantly. 

16. Cash and cash equivalents

in million Euro 2001 2000

1.679 9.950

Cash and cash equivalents include cash, current bank accounts and
interest bearing time-deposits with maturities under 3 month.
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17. Marketable securities

in million Euro 2001 2000
Hisorical Unrealised Unrealized Book value Book value

costs gains losses Market Market
value value

Marketable 
securities 37.357 0.530 –0.115 37.772 28.134

Investment 
certificates 15.091 0.179 –0.139 15.131 17.852

52.448 0.709 –0.254 52.903 45.986

All securities are classified as “available-for-sale” and therefore, are
disclosed at market value. At December 31, 2001 market value in total
was million Euro 0.455 higher than acquisition cost (prior year: million
Euro 0.152). The resulting unrealized gains –post deferred tax- are re-
corded under other compre-hensive income.

18. Trade accounts receivable

in million Euro 2001 2000

Accounts receivable, trade, gross 4.415 4.963

Unbilled receivables 0.339 0

4.754 4.963

Less:

Allowance for bad debt –0.280 –0.061

Accounts receivable, trade, net 4.474 4.902

Receivables with recognizable risks are provided for by adequate
allowances, while uncollectible receivables are written off. 

19. Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Prepaid expenses and other current assets for the years ended Decem-
ber 31, 2001 and 2000 consist of the following:

in million Euro 2001 2000

Tax receivables 1.608 0.925

Interest receivables 1.268 0.400

Prepaid expenses 0.528 0.237

Other 0.100 0.114

3.504 1.676

Tax receivables mostly relate to capital gains, corporation tax and VAT.
Prepaid expenses include advance payments for rent, digital services
and insurance.
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20. Intangible assets

in million Euro Goodwill Web site Total
develop-

ment cost 
and acquired 

Software

Acquisition cost Jan. 1, 2001 8.253 0.287 8.540

Additions 0 0.107 0.107

Disposals 0 0 0

Acquisition cost Dec. 31, 2001 8.253 0.394 8.647

Accumulated amortization 
Jan. 1, 2001 0.344 0.062 0.406

Amortization of the period 7.909 0.109 8.018

Disposals 0 0 0

Accumulated amortization 
Dec. 31, 2001 8.253 0.171 8.424

Net book value Dec. 31, 2001 0 0.223 0.223

Net book value Dec. 31, 2000 7.909 0.225 8.134

For the period 2001 Syzygy France made an operating loss of 0.768 mil-
lion Euro. Gains in the next years have to be setoff with loss carry for-
wards so that it is not expected that any significantly positive cash flows
are generated within the next years. Therefore the goodwill which origi-
nates of the acquisition of Netforce, is written off completely. 

21. Fixed assets

in million Euro Leasehold Office Total
improve- equipment

ments

Acquisition cost Jan. 1, 2001 0.643 2.527 3.170

Additions 0.097 0.583 0.680

Disposals 0 0.889 0.889

Acquisition cost Dec. 31, 2001 0.740 2.221 2.961

Accumulated depreciation 
Jan. 1, 2001 0.105 1.152 1.257

Depreciation of the period 0.096 0.802 0.876

Disposals 0 0.859 0.837

Accumulated depreciation 
Dec. 31, 2001 0.201 1.095 1.296

Net book value Dec. 31, 2001 0.539 1.127 1.666

Net book value Dec. 31, 2000 0.538 1.375 1.913
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22. Other non-current assets

Share 2001 2000
% in million Euro in million Euro

Rue de Commerce S.A., France 5.88 0.512 0.512

Eurecrate S.A., France 9.67 0.007 0.007

Investments 0.519 0.519

Rental deposits 0.250 0.111

0.769 0.630

The Company´s investments are accounted for under the cost method
of accounting. The cost method is used when the Company has an own-
ership of less than 20% and does not exercise significant influence over
the operating and financial policies of the company. The shares have
been recorded at acquisition cost which do not materially differ from their
estimated fair values.

23. Bank liabilities and lines of credit

in million Euro 2001 2000

Overdraft 0 0.019

As of December 31, 2001, no lines of credit were available.

24. Accounts payable and accrued expenses

in million Euro 2001 2000

Accounts payable 0.596 2.145

Accruals:

– Outstanding invoices 0.714 0.439

– Vacation days outstanding 0.208 0.083

– Financial statement preparation and audit 0.105 0.164

– Legal and consulting fees 0 0.049

– Employee bonusses 0 0.040

Other 0.089 0.124

1.712 3.044

25. Customer advances

in million Euro 2001 2000

0.076 0.483

These mainly relate to cash advances made by customers in France and
England.
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26. Other current liabilities

in million Euro 2001 2000

Loans from shareholders 0.512 0.512

Social Security 0.358 0.264

Salaries 0.099 0.288

Other 0.181 0.179

1.150 1.243

The loans from shareholders reflect a non-interest bearing short term
loan of million Euro 0.512 that was given by HighCo S.A., France.

27. Shareholders´ equity
We refer to the statement of changes in shareholders' equity in the con-
solidated financial statements.

(a) Common Stock
At December 31, 2001, common stock comprised of 12.000.000 no-par
ordinary bearer-shares. However, such shares have a stated value of
Euro 1.00 per share. All of these are issued and outstanding.

The shareholders of the Company as of December 31, 2001 were as fol-
lows:

Shares
In Thsd. % 

WPP Group (UK) Ltd. (directly and
through subsidiaries) 2,786 23.2

EsNet, Ltd. 1,563 13.0

E-Net Two LLC 1,273 10.6

John Hunt (through a trustee) 1,227 10.2

Marco Seiler 798 6.7

HighCo S.A. 775 6.5

Chris Robson 228 1.9

Freefloat 3,350 27.9

12,000 100.0

(b) Authorized and Contingent Capital
With a shareholders resolution as of July 26, 2001 the executive board
was authorized, subject to the approval of the supervisory board, to issue
additional no-par bearer-shares which may be issued through the peri-
od ending July, 2006. The issuance of all of these additional shares would
increase subscribed capital by million Euro 6.000 (authorized capital).
No such additional shares were issued during the fiscal year.

Additionally, the executive board was authorized to issue a maximum of
1.200.000 additional shares (contingent capital) in conjunction with the
employee stock option program as described under note (15 (b)). Con-
tingent capital represents shares that are not yet issued or outstanding.
As of December 31, 2001 a total of 616.671 of stock options to purchase
the same number of Syzygy common shares had been granted to employ-
ees of the group and the board of directors.
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(c) Additional paid in capital
The additional paid in capital is primarily related the proceeds from the
IPO on October 6, 2000, less direct costs of the IPO.

28. Commitments and contingencies

(a) Litigation
The Company is subject to occasional lawsuits, investigations and claims
arising out of the normal conduct of business. Management does not
believe that the outcome of any claims, asserted or unasserted, will have
a material adverse impact on the Company’s financial position or results
of operations.

(b) Operating leases
The group companies have entered into lease rental agreements for vari-
ous facilities and vehicles. The future annual minimum payments from
these agreements amount to 

Year in million 
Euro

2002 1.732

2003 1.644

2004 0.840

2005 0.840

2006 0.840

2007 and
thereafter 0.210

Total 6.106

Total rental expense under operating leases amounted to million Euro
1.582 for the year 2001 and million Euro 0.903 for the year 2000.

(c) Contingent Liabilities
The Company had no contingent liabilities as of December 31, 2001 and
2000.
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29. Related Party Transactions
HighCo S.A., France, being one of the major shareholders of Syzygy AG
and the former 100% shareholder of Syzygy France, in 2000 gave Syzygy
France a non-interest bearing short term loan of million Euro 0.512.

No other material related party transactions occurred in the years ended
December 31, 2001 and 2000.

30. Subsequent Events
The board of directors was restructured in January 2002. Chris Robson,
Chief Executive Officer, leaves the company. Marco Seiler, present mem-
ber of the board of directors and manager of syzygy Deutschland GmbH,
will become CEO of syzygy AG.

31. Significant Differences Between German 
and U.S. Accounting Principles

(a) Introduction
Being a holding corporation that owns the majority of shares in other
companies, Syzygy AG is generally obliged to prepare consolidated financial
statements in accordance with the accounting regulations set out in the
German Commercial Code (“Handelsgesetzbuch-HGB”). Section 292a
HGB offers an exemption from this obligation if consolidated financial
statements are prepared and published in accordance with internationally
accepted accounting principles (e.g. US-GAAP). Nevertheless, when using
this exemption rule it is required to describe the significant differences
between the accounting methods applied and German accounting meth-
ods. 
(b) Fundamental Differences
German HGB accounting rules and U.S. GAAP are based on fundamental-
ly different perspectives. While accounting under the German HGB
emphasizes the principle of caution and creditor protection, the availabili-
ty of relevant information for shareholder decision-making is the chief
objective of US-GAAP. The comparability of the financial statements – both
from year to year and from company to company – and the determination
of performance on an accrual basis therefore are more strongly empha-
sized under US-GAAP than under HGB.

(c) Revenue recognition
According to US GAAP under fixed price projects revenues are recognized
using the percentage of completion method, if the performance of the
project is in line with the contractual arrangements and the payment of
the customer is probable. According to german law only the capitalization
of the expenses would be allowed so that the difference is reflected in the
margin.
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(d) IPO-costs
According to US-GAAP direct cost related to an IPO are offset net of tax
effects from the proceeds from the IPO. According to German GAAP such
expenses are to be recorded in earnings.

(e) Web site development cost

According to German GAAP it is generally not allowed to capitalize inter-
nal cost for developing intangible assets. Under US-GAAP certain direct
cost for developing the companies web site must be capitalized.

(f) Deferred taxes
Under German GAAP, deferred tax assets are not recorded for net oper-
ating losses. Under US-GAAP, deferred tax assets are recorded for net
operating losses and a valuation allowance is established when it is
more likely than not that deferred tax assets will not be realized.

(g) Marketable Securities
Under German GAAP, marketable debt and equity securities are valued
at the lower of acquisition cost or market value at the balance sheet date.
Unrealized losses are included in earnings. Under US-GAAP, marketable
debt and equity securities are categorized as either trading, available for
sale or held to maturity. The Company's securities are considered to be
available for sale and, therefore, are valued under US-GAAP at fair mar-
ket value as of the balance sheet date. Unrealized gains and losses for
available for sale securities are reported net of tax, in other comprehen-
sive income. 

(h) Compensation expenses
According to Us GAAP compensations expenses have to be incurred for
employee share schemes under specific circumstances which are incurre
under German GAAP. These compensation expenses have to incurre
when options are granted whose exercise prices are under fair market
value of the based shared as of the day options are granted.The poten-
tial effect of dilution is reflected in the income statement by incurring
these costs.
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32. Board of directors

Chris Robson (until January 23, 2002)
CEO, Management Syzygy UK
Director Thirst Ltd.
Director eSubstance Ltd.

Sven-Roger von Schilling
CFO

Marco Seiler
Management Syzygy Deutschland
(CEO as of January 23, 2002)

Frank Wolfram
CTO, Management Syzygy Deutschland

Other than those named above, the members of the board of directors
do not hold any supervisory board or similar positions. Total remunera-
tion of the board of directors in 2001 was million Euro 0.680. During 2000,
a total number of 151.128 stock options with an average exercise price
of Euro 12.23 were granted to the board of directors. In 2001 additional
53.000 options were granted to the board with an exercise price of 5.21
Euro.
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33. Supervisory board

Michael Mädel (Chairman)
President J. Walter Thompson
Europe, Middle East and Africa

Eric Salama (Deputy Chairman)
CEO wpp.com
WPP plc. Director of Strategy
Director of Metapack Ltd.
Trustee of the British Museum

Dan Campbell
General Managing Partner EsNet, Ltd.
Board of Trustees Utah Valley State College
Director NuSkin Enterprises Inc.

Frédéric Chévalier (until July 25, 2001)
CEO HighCo S.A.
Supervisory Board, KIOSQUE ECO S.A.
Supervisory Board, SCAN COUPON S.A.
Supervisory Board, KENYA S.A.
Supervisory Board, EDITUM S.A.
Supervisory Board, JEUNE 2000 S.A.

John Hunt
Investment advisor
Director, Paradigm Media Ltd.
Director, Penddragon Capital Ltd.

Olivier Michel (as of July 26, 2001)
CFO HighCo S.A.

R. Duff Thompson
General Managing Partner EsNet, Ltd.
The supervisory board received no remuneration.

February 28, 2002

Executive Board

Marco Seiler Sven-Roger von Schilling Frank Wolfram
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We have audited the consolidated balance sheets of Syzygy AG as of De-
cember 31, 2001, the related consolidated statements of income, changes
in shareholders' equity and cash flows for the year ended December 31,
2001. Company management is responsible for the preparation and con-
tent of the consolidated financial statements. Our responsibility is to ex-
press an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on
our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with professional standards pre-
scribed by the German Institute of Certified Public Accountants (IDW)
while also observing United States generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements
are free of material misstatements. The determination of audit proce-
dures considers the knowledge about the Company’s business and legal
environment as well as expectations about possible errors. An audit in-
cludes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing of the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of
the consolidated financial statements. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial posi-
tion of Syzygy AG as of December 31, 2001 and the results of operations
and cash flows for the year ended December 31, 2001, in conformity with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States.

Our audit which also includes the management report for the fiscal year
from January 1, to December 31, 2001, which is the responsibility of the
Company’s management, has not given rise to any reservations. In our
opinion the management report conveys a suitable presentation of the
situation of the Company taken as a whole and presents the risks to its
future developments adequately. Additionally, we confirm that the con-
solidated financial statements and the group’s management report for
the fiscal year from January 1, to December 31, 2001, meet the require-
ments for an exemption to prepare consolidated financial statements
and the group’s management report in accordance with the rules and
regulations of the German Commercial Code.

Arthur Andersen
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
Steuerberatungsgesellschaft mbH

Turowski Mair
Wirtschaftsprüfer Wirtschaftsprüfer

Eschborn/Frankfurt/M., March 1, 2002

Report of Independent Public Accountants
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The Supervisory Board oversaw the management activities of the Board
of Management during the business year of 2001. The status of the
Company was discussed in great detail during the four meetings con-
vened by the Supervisory Boards as well as in additional meetings held
by the Chairman with the Board of Management. Substantial discussions
of business performance, Company planning and important business
events were the result of these meetings.

The Board of Management regularly informed the Supervisory Board of
the Company situation both in written and verbal form. The Board of
Management specifically provided information to the Supervisory Board
on the future policies to be pursued by the Company, information on im-
portant events and details concerning the risks incurred by the
Company’s performance. 

The Supervisory Board consists of two committees: the  Audit Committee
and the Compensation Committee.  Each of these bodies met twice dur-
ing the past business year.  The Compensation Committee focused on
issues related to the stock option program. The Audit Committee, togeth-
er with the auditors, determined the overall focus for the year-end audit
for 2001. 

The Supervisory Board commissioned the audit of the commercial year-
end financial statement, the status report and the US GAAP consolidated
financial statement with a discharging effect in accordance with § 292a
of the German Commercial Code (HGB), including the status report for
the business year of 2001 of syzygy AG. The audit was performed by
Arthur Andersen Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft Steuerberatungsge-
sellschaft mbH, Eschborn/Frankfurt. The auditors raised no objections,
granting an unrestricted auditor’s certificate to both the year-end financial
statement and the consolidated financial statement.

The Supervisory Board audited and discussed the year-end financial
statement and the status report during its meeting from 13 March 2002
and passed it, the officially certified auditors and the members of the
Board of Management being present as well.  The year-end financial
statement and the status report were approved, thus completing the
year-end financial statement. 

In accordance with par. 6 of its Articles of Association, the Company 
has a Supervisory Board consisting of six members. Since Mr. Frédéric
Chevalier stepped down from his position as a member of the Supervisory
Board as of 26 July 2001, Mr. Olivier Michel was appointed to become a
member of the Supervisory Board by the regular shareholders’ meeting
from 26 July 2001.

The Supervisory Board continues to support the Company’s strategy.
The Board would like to thank the Board of Management and the
employees of syzygy AG for their commitment and efforts during 2001.

Report of Supervisory Board

Michael Mädel

R. Duff Thompson

Eric Salama

Dan Campbell John Hunt

Olivier Michel
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(online), but only with specially designed advertising devices
implemented using selected advertising media, in selected
advertising areas and during a specified duration of time. 

Platform
Internet application used to provide content and services for
different interest groups. 

Portal
Website that acts as a "portal” to the Internet. Frequently
used as a starting point when surfing in the World Wide
Web. Portal operators often offer their users Internet
access as well.

QuickTime
Software for recording, encoding, editing and playing back
videos on the computer.

WAP (Wireless Application Protocol)
Standard for transmitting Internet content to cell phones.

Web
Short for World Wide Web. Slang term for the servers and
transmission methods used to convey content through the
Internet.

Web Design
The creative design of Internet applications.

Web Services
Technology used to integrate heterogeneous software appli-
cations over the Internet using standardized transmission
protocols and data formats.

XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) 
Computer metalanguage used to generate structured docu-
ments. Like HTML, XML was derived from SGML.

ASP (Application Services Provider)
Offers individuals or companies access to software applica-
tions online as well as the associated services that would
otherwise have to be installed on the personal or corporate
computers of these individuals or companies.

A2A (Application to Application)
Integration of software applications using standardized
Internet protocols.

Adaptive Rendering
Technology utilized by mobile Internet applications that auto-
matically adapts the user interface of an application to any of
a series of end-consumer devices such as cell phones or
handheld computers.

B2B (Business-to-Business)
Exchange of products, services or information between busi-
ness partners such as suppliers or retailers via the Internet.

B2C (Business to Consumer)
Supply of products, services or information provided by
companies to end consumers.

Content Management System
Platform to manage content for Internet applications.

CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
Consists of methods, software and organizational structures
to manage customer data and processes throughout all
customer contact channels within a company (points-of-sale,
call center, Internet, etc.)

Database
System to store and manage large amounts of data.

Glossary

EAI (Enterprise Application Integration)
Methods, software and processes used to integrate various
software applications either within an enterprise or spanning
several enterprises.

eBanking
Banking transactions in both retail and wholesale banking
as well as the associated financial services offered over the
Internet or over other digital channels.

eBusiness
Electronic handling of business processes within or bet-
ween companies using Internet technology.

eCommerce
Electronic handling of transactions via the Internet.

i-Mode
Japanese mobile communications technology that enables
users to view Internet content in a multimedia form on their
cell phones. This technology is available in Germany
through E-Plus since spring of 2002.

LAN (Local Area Network)
Computer network for a common location such as the pre-
mises of a company or a single room. 

Legacy Systems
Computer systems of the "mainframe generation”.

Microsoft .NET
Technology initiative launched by Microsoft to enable the
development of business software applications based on
Internet standards such as XML.

Offline Campaign
Advertising campaign that is not published via the Internet
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